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I INTRODUCTION 
Ao BACKGROUND 
The need for a new campus of the University of California in the 
Southern California metropolitan area of East Los Angeles and 
Orange County was officially recognized in 1957, and since that 
time an extensive search has been made for prospective University 
campus siteso The results of this search were reported in the 
University of California Site Selection Study in March, 19590 One 
of the most desirable areas, designated in that report as Site #9, 
was found northeast of Newport Beach on land owned by The Irvine 
Companyo 
On July 16, 1959, the Regents of the University of California adopted 
a resolution by which the University and The Irvine Company jointly 
retained the firm of William L. Pereira & Assoc~ates as planning 
consultants to make a detailed study of this site. 
It was decided that the study should proceed in two phases. Phase I 
was to determine the economic feasibility of establishing a University 
campus on the site, and to establish fUndamental agreements toward 
developing a tentative Master Plan for a university-oriented community. 
This phase was completed on October 15, 1959, and the report 
presented at that time arrived at the following conclusions: 
1. That development of a University campus on The Irvine 
Company property is economically feasibleJ> 
2 o That the site affords unique opportunities for development 
of an integrated University Community, and 
3 o That support and cooperation from neighboring cities· and 
goverrunental agencies are assuredo 
At the time of presentation of that report, The Irvine Company offered 
to give the University of California the total 1000 acres required for 
the development of the contemplated campus. 
Phase I of the study having thus reached a satisfactory conclusion, 
the Regents of the University of California, on December· 11, 1959, 
adopted a further resolution by which, in association with The Irvine 
Company, they authorized William Lo Pereira & Associates to 
proceed with Phase IL 
Bo OBJECTIVES 
The basic purpose of this Phase II of the study has been to prepare 
a refined University Community master plan which will serve as a 
framew'ork for development and a basis for firm agreements between 
the University of California, The Irvine Company, County authorities, 
utility agencies and others concerning the placement of the new campus 
on lands of The Irvine Company. 
The scope of the work to be completed was as follows: 
1 o Definition of_ the boundaries of the University campus and 
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communityo 
2. Location of major roads and freeways.o 
3. Preparation of a refined land use plan for the University 
Community. 
4o Preparation of a schematic campus plan. 
5 o Definition of planning principle-s and standards by which 
the development of the University Community would .be · 
guided. 
6. Development in cooperation with authorities and agencies 
concerned of a satisfactory connecting link between the 
campus and the upper bay. 
7 o Definition and delineation of precise land uses within the 
University Community o 
80 Preparation of a diagrammatic incrementation plan to 
assure an intelligently coordinated, economically sound, 
phased development program for the University and its 
community. 
9o Assistance in securing agreements with utility companies 
to furnish services to the boundaries of the campus at no 
cost to the University. 
1 Oo Assistance in securing protection for the area defined as 
University Comm·unity against annexation by s·urrounding 
Ci tie So 
11 o Recommendations concerning the creation of a "planning 
area" under existing State legislation as a means of 
securing adherence to an approved Master Plano 
This report represents the completion of Phase II of the study 0 It 
takes into consideration and illustrates in greater detail the basic 
concepts established in earlier studies mentioned above. In order 
to make this report as brief as possible, we have assumed a baste 
knowledge of the general conclusions and concepts previously 
developed and have tried to avoid repeating them. 
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II SUMMARY OF PROGRESS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The following is a summary of the progress made 
and of conclusions reached in the course of this study. Each subject in 
this chapter is more fully covered in narrative and graphic form later in 
the report. Footnotes refer the reader to the appropriate sections. 
A. MASTER LAND USE PLAN 
The Land Use Plan shown in Figure 1 and the principles of land 
use on which it was based 1 are designed to provide an economically 
balanced community oriented toward serving the University and the 
unique population it will generate. 
With the methods of implementation and control available and the 
continuing unanimous approval and support of the various planning 
and governmental agencies involved, there is every opportunity for 
this to become an outstanding community of exceptionally high quality 
and character and an environment in which the University can grow 
not only quickly but in an orderly way to become one of the great 
institutions of its kind. 
B. CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY BOUNDARIES 2 
Definitive campus boundaries are outlined in the Master Land Use 
Plan. This land configuration has been refined from previous 
studies and represents an area of 1, 000 gross acres which The 
Irvine Company offers to deed as a gift to the University of 
California. The boundaries have been drawn to permit the best 
possible utilization of campus a.reas in relation to the surrounding 
land uses, the topographic configuration of the land and access 
from the arterial roads. 
To provide for the possibility of changing conditions and needs it 
is proposed that provision for foture land trades be made in the 
master agreement between the University and The Irvine Company. 
This agreement will also provide for interim farming of the land 
by The Irvine Company. 
Boundaries of the proposed University Community remain the same 
as those planned in Phase I. They have served as the basis for 
commitments from various agencies regarding the status of the 
community, as explained in subsequent sections of this report. 
C. CAMPUS PLAN 3 
Many schematic studies of basic campus planning concepts have 
been made in order to assure that the final campus boundaries 
will accommodate various systems and an optimum solution. 
Two of these studies are shown in Figures 3 and 4 , providing 
evidence that both a "college system" a:tld a "central campus 
system" can be developed within the configuration outlined. 
1 Chapte·r III 
2 Chapter II. E. /Chapter III. B. 1. 
3 Chapter III. B. 1. 
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D. AREAS OF INCLUSION l 
These are areas immediately adjoining the periphery of the campus 
in which, by utilizing the densities recommended in this report, the 
majority of the requirements for off-campus housing for students, 
faculty and staff can be met. The Irvine Company offers to provide 
the University, through several methods now being studied, with 
the unique opportunity of participating directly in the development 
of a total of 660 acres in the three areas labeled "A" "B" and "C" 
in the Master Land Use Plan. Complete residential. neighborhoods 
will be formed in these areas with their own schools, small shopping 
developments, churches, a branch bank and post office, etc. 
E. LINK TO UPPER BAY 2 
The Irvine Company offers to give the University a five-acre site 
on upper Newport Bay, to be connected to the campus proper by a 
100-foot corridor. 
The upper bay, with its 500 acres of protected tidal water, is in 
the process of becoming an outstanding recreation area. A 58-acre 
county park exists at the south end and a second aquatic park is 
proposed on the west shore. The County plans to develop yet an-
other aquatic park on some 130 acres at the extreme north end of 
the bay adjacent to the University campus. 
As presently conceived by the tentative Harbor District Plan, the 
site given to the University would be at the upper turning basin of 
a proposed 2 000 meter rowing course which will extend from the 
bay into the proposed County Aquatic Park. This would permit 
students to add rowing to other forms of water sport and would 
provide a place for University crew sheds, boat houses, etc. The 
connecting link to the campus will pass beneath MacArthur Freeway 
at grade level, thereby allowing easy pedestrian and bike access 
for the students. 
F. MAJOR ROADS AND FREEWAYS 3 
On April 26, 1960, the County Board of Supervisors adopted a reso-
lution agreeing to build the three major arterial highways surround-
ing the campus and inclusion areas. These highways are described 
in the Master Land Use Plan as Bonita Canyon Road, Culver Road 
Extension and Cross-Town Road, an extension of Palisades Road. 
The resolution stated that initial access can be made available by 
July, 1962, and that all three roads can be completed by July, 1964, 
if University requirements make it necessary. 
Precise freeway alignments depend upon decisions to be made by 
the State Highway Division on the basis of recent planning studies 
made for the Orange County Airport. Either of the two alternate 
alignments for MacArthur Freeway provide excellent access to the 
campus and the community from the northwest. The proposed 
alignment for San Diego Freeway remains unchanged. Construc-
tion is now underway on portions of the Newport Freeway with high 
priority being assigned to its completion. 
1 Chapter III. B. 2. /Chapter IV. B. /Chapter V. C. 
2 Figure 2 
3 Chapter III. B. 10 I Appendix B 
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G. UTILITIES AGREEMENTS l' 
Letters of intent to bring services to the perimeter of the campus 
at no cost to the University have been secured from the gas, power 
and telephone companies. The similar intent of the Sewer Districts, 
stated in Appendix C of the Phase I Report remains in effect. 
The Metropolitan Water District proposes an extensive improve-
ment program in Orange County, including a major feeder line 
extension adjacent to the campus. When completed as tentatively 
scheduled in 1962-63, this will satisfy the ultimate needs of the 
entire University Community. 
To assure the availability of an interim water supply, The Irvine 
Company offers to allocate the production from four high quality 
wells in the vicinity of the site. These wells would provide for the 
domestic needs of approximately 1 7, 000 people. 
H. PLANNING AREA 2 
The County Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors have 
unanimously approved in principle the framework for special plan-
ning methods and controls proposed in this report. 
Under this system the Board of Supervisors would establish the 
University Community as a "Planning Area" and would appoint a 
Planning Area Commission with representation from the University. 
This will expedite orderly development of the community during its 
early years while it is unincorporated and under the stewardship of 
the County. At the same time it will provide the University with a 
voice and a share of the responsibility in planning the community. 
J. NON-ANNEXATION AGREEMENTS 3 
The City Councils of Newport Beach, Costa Mesa and Santa Ana 
have adopted resolutions stating a policy of non-annexation toward 
the University Community which will preserve the integrity of its 
boundaries until such time as it can be incorporated. 
K. SCHOOL DISTRICTS 4 
The proposed University Community is presently included in 
several different elementary and high school districts. A unified 
school district is important to provide for equitable distribution of 
tax revenues in the community. It will also permit development of 
a unified school system which will assure that the high standards 
desired for this community can be met and maintained. 
On April 20, 1960, the County Committee on School District 
Organization unanimously approved by resolution the incorporation 
in its master plan of a unified school district with boundaries co·-
terminus with those of the proposed University Community. 
The Committee also agreed in this resolution to incorporate the 
1 Chapter III. B. 11. /Appendix F 
2 Chapter IV. A. /Appendix A 
3 Appendix C 
4 Chapter III. B. 7 I Appendix D 
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community and the campus into either the Orange Coast or Santa 
Ana Junior College District. Orange County educational authori-
ties are at present making a countywide study of junior college 
districts which, when completed in January, 1961, will indicate 
the proper course to be taken. 
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III THE PLAN AND PRINCIPLES OF LAND USE 
A. CONCEPT OF THE COMMUNITY 
In the earliest stages of consideration of this location as a possible 
new campus site for the University, it was evident that one of its 
principal advantages was the opportunity of creating a whole new city 
which would completely and effectively meet all the needs of the 
University o A stimulating and healthy urban environment is in itself 
an important ingredient in the growth of a university. 
Because this will be a university-oriented city the ideal concept for 
its development combines the best elements of many famous old and 
new university cities such as Oxford, Heidelberg, Princeton, Palo Alto 
or Cambridge, Massachusetts. Most of these cities have one or more 
important sources of economic support in addition to the university. 
It may be manufacturing, research, varied kinds of commercial busi-
ness or government activityo In each case the result is a lively, 
many-faceted community that is both varied and interesting. 
The community which will grow up around the new University is 
expected to have an ultimate population of 90, 000 to 100, 000. A large 
proportion of these will be students, faculty and staff from the 
University. Their influence will be felt and their needs will be a 
primary matter of concern in every aspect of the new city's develop-
ment. 
The personnel of science-oriented firms and craft industries will be 
another important element in the community. Areas are being set 
aside for these activities in order that the community may have a 
sound economic base and that the business firms and the University 
may benefit from their proximity to one another through mutual 
research facilities, joint studies, exchange of ideas, etco Famous 
scientists and highly-trained technicians will come to work in the 
laboratories and plants which are expected to locate in the vicinity 
of the University. Artists and artisans will gravitate toward the 
craft industries center. 
To these will be added the professional, commercial, skilled, 
unskilled and domestic groups that make up any community. 
Ideally it is hoped that the new city will be a place in which the 
majority of these people can work, sleep, eat and enjoy beauty in 
their surroundings without the need to travel many miles for any of 
these daily needs. To satisfy the demands of such a heterogeneous 
population the city itself will have to develop a wide and intere.sting 
variety of every kind of cultural, social, commercial and residential 
facility. 
B. MASTER LAND USE PLAN 
An essential element in creating this city is a well-conceived master 
plan which will express the fundamental character of a university-
oriented town, and at the same time establish the sound economic 
base which is essential to enduring vitality. The master plan must be 
developed within a plan framework which takes into account the 
surrounding communities and cities, and the broader area in which it 
exists. 
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In this Phase II study, basic principles and standards, and the 
character of land uses and developments outlined in the Tentative 
Master Plan presented at the completion of Phase I are still applica-
ble. However the Tentative Master Plan has been refined and all 
the primary land use elements have been subjected to further inten-
sive study in relation to topography, existing and proposed utilities, 
access and other important factors. It is believed that the recom-
mendations which follow will serve to establish the best possible 
relationships between each of these elements and the University 
campus. 
The results of these studies are herewith presented in the Master 
Land Use Plan, Figure 1. It i's intended that this plan be adopted 
as a part of the master agreement to be negotiated between the 
University and The Irvine Company. 
1 o The Campus 
The basic configuration of land proposed for the campus has 
been refined from previous studies in order to achieve the 
maximum flexibility for future campus planning. Detailed 
studies of numerous plan possibilities have been made, based 
on adaptations of schematic land use relationships and area 
allocations suggested in a "Preliminary Program for Campus 
Development - Irvine Campuso" This· program, prepared in 
February 1960, by the University of California is reproduced 
as Appendix G. 
Gross building areas suggested in the program were converted 
to acreage allowances for purposes of the land use studieso In 
academic areas this was done on the basis of an average of four 
stories with 2 0% ground coverage. In areas such as the auditorium, 
physical education, service facilities, etc. , more appropriate 
ratios were usedo The following gross acreages were developed: 
Building Area Site Area 
Gross Sq. Fto Gross Acres 
Biological Sciences 365, 000 10 
Mathematical Sciences 113,000 3 
Physical Sciences 757,800 22 
Engineering Sciences 974,600 28 
Social Sciences 392,800 11 
Arts 335,000 10 
Languages and Literature 232,300 7 
Professions: Law 125,000 3 
Busine·ss 150,000 4 
Health/Home Econ. 100, 000 3 
Education 100,000 2 
Journalism 100,000 3 
Social Work 125,000 3 
Physical Education: Men 250, 000 14 
Women 150,000 9 
Library 550,000 16 
Auditorium and Theatre 100, 000 10 
Administration 200, 000 6 
Student Union and Cafeteria 3 00, 000 9 
(continued) 
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(continued) Building Area 
. Gross Sq. Ft. 
Site Area 
Gross Acres 
Faculty Center 
Student Health Center 
Maintenance and Service Plant 
University Press and Central Storage 
University Extension 
Chancellor 1 s Residence 
Undergraduate Residence Halls 
Graduate Residence Halls 
Married Student Apartments 
Parking: Faculty 
Commuter Students 
Single Students (residence) 
Married Students (residence) 
50, 000 
60, 000 
125, 000 
100,000 
60,000 
4,000 
The above table applies to a ''central campus system" such 
as exists at Berkeley with a central complex of academic 
buildings and areas of student housing unrelated to any 
particular academic group. While it is not within the scope 
of this report to produce a definitive campus master plan or 
2 
2 
12 
10 
3 
1 
30 
10 
75 
60 
38 
16 
14 
to establish the basic concept for such a plan, it was necessary 
to examine the fundamental differences in the requirements for 
a central campus system and a "college system" in which there 
are separate major academic groups each with its own library, 
student residence accommodations and other facilities. This 
was done in order to determine whether the differences would 
affect the boundary definitions of the University campus and to 
ensure that the boundaries finally selected would permit the 
development of either system. 
A diagrammatic study of each system is explained below. The 
conclusion drawn from thes·e studies is that the proposed campus 
boundaries will accommodate either system equally well, and 
that whichever ~ystem is adopted the site boundaries and basic 
land use- relationships do not changeo 
ao The Central Campus System 
In the diagrammatic plan shown in Figure 3 the 
central library, administration, student union, auditorium 
and liberal arts groups are in close proximity to the civic 
and commercial activities of the town center o Areas of 
reserve are retained within the central complex. Imme-
diately outside this central area but still within th~ 450-
acre main body of the campus are various other facilities. 
Scientific and engineering schools are planned in such a 
way that they can easily expand into the large 175-acre 
area of reserve on the south which has been tentatively 
designated for technical research facilities. 
The finger of land along San Joaquin Road overlooking the 
lake is used for married student housing. A possible 
medical school with its own library and residence facilities 
is shown in the southeast campus approach area consisting 
of approximately 50 acres. A site would be reserved in 
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the inclusion area for ultimate development of a community 
hospital related to this medical school. 
Single student housing is shown diagrammatically in three 
different locations on the campus. Should it be desirable ' 
to cone entra te all housing in a single place, this might be 
located near the perimeter of the campus, related to the 
student housing groups in the inclusion areas. 
This system takes full advantage of the natural topography 
and character of the land and would produce excellent 
relationships to the town, the areas of inclusion, related 
industries and recreational activitieso 
b. The College System 
Under this system, illustrated in Figure 4 each major 
college unit would consist of its own defined academic 
facilities, its own library, residence accommodations for 
single students, a dining commons and other facilities 
such as recreation, a small student union, etc. There 
would still be a main distribution library which might be 
in the central administrative complex, connected to each 
branch college library by an economical and feasible 
underground conveyor systemo 
For purposes of the schematic land use studies, the basic 
central campus program was adjusted to meet the area 
requirements for the assumed college groupso This was 
accomplished by developing the numbers of students which 
might be enrolled in each college based on averages of 1958 
enrollments at UCLA and UCB, projected to 25, 000 students 
as follows: 
Ratio of 
Graduate 
Students UCB UCLA 
Biological Sciences 1/3 1800 1200 
Mathematical Sciences 1/3 1700 1300 
Physical Sciences 1/3 3500 2200 
Engineering Sciences 1/3 2500 1800 
Social Sciences 1/4 5800 5700 
Arts 1/8 1700 2300 
Languages & 
Literature 1/8 4600 4000 
Professions* 2/3 3800 4500 
TOTAL 
· *Includes Business, Education, Journalism, Law, 
Social Work, Criminology, Librarianship 
Rough 
Average 
Projected 
1600 
1600 
3000 
2300 
5900 
2100 
4400 
4100 
25,000 
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From these enrollments and other data the schematic program of 
land areas for the important elements in a college system was 
developed as follows: 
College of Liberal Arts 
College of Sciences 
College of Engineering 
College of Fine Arts 
College of Medicine 
College of Law 
College of Education 
College of Business 
Physical Educ a ti on 
Administrative Complex 
Theatre-Auditorium Complex 
Academic 
30 
40* 
30* 
10 
20 
5 
5 
5 
23 
15 
20 
ACRES 
Single Student 
Residential 
16.5 
7.5 
6.4 
3.5 
( ) 
( 6. 1) 
( ) 
0 
0 
0 
*Plus areas of reserve for special research facilities. 
The diagrammatic plan suggested in Figure 4 shows that the 
central administrative complex would still be placed in close 
relationship to the town center. The colleges would start with 
integrated library, academic and residence units in a ring 
around it, sufficiently loose to provide areas of reserve in close 
to the center. Each college would grow generally away from the 
center. 
There would be considerable flexibility in this system 
through allowing for joint use of certain of the facilities 
in the interim periods of economical phasing. An impor-
tant advantage of the college system is that a total college 
group could also be built in one phase of construction, thus 
restricting construction activities on the university campus 
to limited areas. 
2. Inclusion Areas 
The elements in the Master Land Use Plan which are of greatest 
importance to the University, other than the campus itself, are 
the areas of inclusion immediately surrounding the campus. 
These areas are reserved primarily for the development of 
economical housing for University students, faculty and staff, 
and for the services necessary to create complete University-
oriented neighborhoods in close proximity to the campus. They 
will include private off-campus dormitories, student housing 
groups, church and social clubs, and various other quasi-
educational facilities. 
The Irvine Company has agreed to develop these areas in accord-
ance with standards which will make the best use of the land for 
University-oriented purposes and in accordance with a phasing 
program which will satisfy the needs of University personnel. 
(See Chapter IV Section Band Chapter V Section C). 
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Th.is idea of the control and use of land immediately surrounding 
the campus was first formulated during the preparation of the 
Site Selection Study as a part of the concept of "Selective Intrusion. " 
So far as is known .it has never yet been put into practice as part 
of a university's master development plano . The University of 
California thus has the opportunity to take advantage of a unique 
system of housing development which will almost certainly cure 
or at least alleviate many of the problems created by lack of space 
and inadequate housing for University purposes at the perimeter 
of a campus. 
It is in these areas that the character of a University community 
will be most emphatically developed. Students, faculty and staff 
living closely together will be easily able to walk and bike to the 
campus, the town and surrounding recreational activities. Each 
area will be developed as a neighborhood unit with its own elemen-
tary schools, parks and neighborhood shops. In order to allow 
the greatest number of people to live here, moderately high densities 
have been established and many interesting plans have been put 
forward for types of housing which meet these densities. These 
include row houses and town houses having the special qualities 
of residences in Georgetown in Washington, D. C., with land-
scaped gardens and attractive inner courts. There are also 
imaginative concepts for apartments which make use of the 
rolling terrain to achieve privacy and a spacious outlook while 
fulfilling the requirement of high density development. 
Limited amounts of single family housing may be built on 
relatively small lots. Those who desire typical large suburban 
lots will find them in the community but outside the inclusion 
areas where higher. densities need not be maintained. 
Extensive studies have been made in order to arrive at optimum 
specific uses and densities in the inclusion areas, based on topo-
graphy, access, relationships to the campus and to other uses 
in the surrounding community. These studies result in an 
overall density of app~oximately 2 7 persons per acre. 
A summary of the recommended utilization of the 660 acres in 
the inclusion areas follows. It should be noted that average 
densities in each category are applied to net acreage, which 
does not include area for roads, schools, neighborhood shops, etc. 
UTILIZATION OF INCLUSION AREAS 
Number Net 
Accommodated Acres ~ 
Single Students 
In housing groups@ 75/unit@ 1 unit/ac 
In apartments @ avg 3 I unit @ 2 0 units I ac 
Married Students 
Diversity of units @ avg 15 units/ac 
Faculty 
Diversity of uqits @ avg 6 units I ac 
(continued) 
3250 
510 
1965 
560 
40 
10 
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95 
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(continued) Number Net 
Accommodated Acres % 
Staff 
1/2 in row hsg"@ 8 units/ac 480 60 9. 1 
1/2 in apts. @ 15 units/ac 500 35 5 ... 3 
Church and Social Clubs 
@ 1 unit/ac 25 25 3.8 
Elementary Schools 
@ 10 ac 4 40 6. 1 
Neighborhood Shopping 
@ 5 ac 4 20 3.0 
Roads and Circulation 150 22.7 
-
Reserve, Possible Hospital 55 8.3 
TOTAL 660 100.0 
By conforming to these densities and percentages of land assigned 
for each use, it is possible to meet a major portion of the off-
campus housing requirements· within these areas. The table below 
shows the number of students, faculty and staff who will want to 
live in the University Community and the portion of these who 
will be accommodated in the inclusion areas. Others who want 
to live in the University Community will find housing outside the 
inclusion areas. Many of the faculty will prefer to live in the 
surrounding hills where densities will be lower, while many 
staff members in medium income levels will find housing in 
the relatively flat north and northeast portions of the community 
where residential developments will be less expensive. 
DISTRIBUTION OF UNIVERSITY POPULATION 
ACCOMMODATED 
IN IN INCLUSION 
TOTAL COMMUNITY AREAS 
SINGLE STUDENTS l7,645 3,760 (l) 3,760 
MARRIED STUDENTS 7,355 l,965 (2) l,965 
FACULTY 2,lOO 840 (3) 560 (4) 
STAFF 7,500 3,000 (3) l,000 (5) 
(l) Represents l/3 of those who do not live on campus 
(2) Represents 40% of those who do not live on campus 
(3) Represents 40% of total 
(4) Represents 2/3 of (3) who desire to live in community 
(5) Represents 1/3 of (3) who desire to live in community 
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One of the many schematic studies made of land uses in the inclu-
sion areas is shown in Figure 5. This illustrates diagrammatically 
the various mixes of densities which could be ~dopted in planning 
the areas. Area A is related principally to single students and 
young married couples without school-age children. Areas B 
and C are completely integrated neighborhoods designed around 
elementary schools and neighborhood shopping centers. This 
scheme provides for a variety of housing and results in total 
accommodations as follows: 
Land Use Acres Units Population 
Single Family 
6 units/ aco 21 126 504 
Town Houses 
6 units/ aco 24 144 576 
8 units/ aco 70 560 2240 
Row Houses 
1 o units I aco 100 1000 4000 
12 units I ac. 57 684 2736 
Apartments 
2 o units I aco 48 960 3840 
320 3474 13,896 
~--------------------------------------------------
Housing Groups 
60 students/aco 64 3840 
--
384 17,736 
30 Town Center 
The town center w.ill serve as the focus of social, commercial and 
cultural activity o It will be planned, designed and landscaped in 
accordance with the highest standards and principles to make it a 
source of pride to the whole commun.ityo 
Basically, it will be oriented toward the University and both by 
design and by location it will develop the character of a "university 
town." Standards of taste and economic levels will be established 
with University personnel in mindo Unpretentious but interesting 
restaurants, delicatessens, outdoor cafes, banquet and meeting 
rooms, dance halls, an art movie house, bookshops_, record shops, 
clothing stores for men and women students, a bowling alley and 
other recreation places will be high on the list for early development. 
This will be no ordinary regional shopping center with vast parking 
areas and colossal marketso It will be patterned more after older 
towns in both Europe and America where shops, civic buildings, 
offices and hpusing are closely grouped in intimate pedestrian 
scaleo In general, it will attempt to recapture the charm and the 
friendly atmosphere that has been lost through excessive 
mechanization. and the dominance of the automobileo The 
emphasis will be on walking rather than driving and wherever 
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possible landscaped pedestrian malls will serve as the prin-
cipal means of circulation. These concepts are made possible 
by the close physical relationships which will exist between the 
town, the campus and the residential areas. 
Approximately 130 acres have been allocated in the Master Land 
Use Plan for the town center areao The shape has been carefully 
studied to produce the best possible relationships to the campus 
and other surrounding uses in terms of the topography and 
proposed access roadso 
Figure 6 shows one of several schematic studies which were 
made to determine how facilities in the town might relate to the 
University. In this scheme the central academic and administra-
tive activities, or the system of colleges, would be grouped near 
the center of the town. Opposite these would be a town square or 
"village green, " or a civic plaza. containing the city hall, library 
and other civic functions, except for the fire department which 
might be located near the edge of the town for better access to 
primary roads. 
Shops and entertainment activities are near the center of the town. 
A "market center" would be in the western part with more direct 
access from the proposed cross-town road, which will be a major 
expressway linking the town center with the greater community o 
Also near this point would be a hotel which might be connected 
with the clubhouse and golf course o The hotel would serve as a 
meeting place where students, faculty and personnel from the 
scientific research and craft industries as well as the rest of 
the community could hold all kinds of social gatheringso It 
might also become an important academic and business conference 
center. Other hotels will be developed for those who prefer the 
apartment-hotel or motel type of accommodationo 
This scheme also shows the relationships between the town 
center and the area of high-density housing to the northo In 
addition to this housing, it is proposed that interesting and 
attractive town apartments may be developed above the shops 
within the town center o 
Professional offices will have an important place in the overall 
complex as well as churches, financial institutions, exhibit 
buildings, a bus station, telegraph office and all kinds of service 
store So 
Principal points of pedestrian access from the campus ar·e 
shown in several locationso There are also two points of 
controlled vehicular access to the campus. These may be 
gateways to the suggested inner loop road for limited ingress 
to faculty parking and service areaso 
District par king areas would be developed as explained in the 
Phase I study o These will permit more efficient and interesting 
grouping of commercial activities around the pedestrian malls. 
Organized, well-planned parking spaces will also improve both 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic. 
It is anticipated that the university and the town center will be 
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closely integrated from the start and that they will ultimately 
form the composite nucleus for an incorporated cityo For this 
reason a precise master development plan for the town center 
should be drawn in close coordination with the campus master 
plan to produce the most advantageous relationships between 
the two. Such a plan might provide for the University auditorium 
to be located so as to be available for public cultural functions, 
and for the law school to be_placed near the courts and legal 
activities of the civic center. 
4. Industry 
Today the presence of a university is a powerful magnet for 
industrial companies o The nation 1 s top research and scientific 
men are in great demand and companies compete for their 
serviceso The offer of a stimulating environment and the 
opportunity of continuing graduate studies, combined with a 
good climate and lovely surroundings, is a strong temptation. 
Not only science-oriented companies but publishing houses, 
industrial design firms and all kinds of businesses can enjoy 
the benefits and prestige of being in a university climate. 
In return, a university benefits from the presence of industries 
and business concerns which have strong research interests. 
Faculty members can supplement their salaries through con-
sultant work, and part-time prof es so rs can be recruited from 
industrial and professional staffs. Students can find part-time 
employment in offices, plants and laboratories. 
As proposed in the Master Land Use Plan there are three areas, 
totaling approximately 1400 acres, in which various kinds of 
business and industry will be developed. As the community 
grows towards becoming an incorporated city this proportion 
of the total area will endow it with a substantial tax base. Also, 
the presence of active,, intelligent and well educated scientific 
and business people will assist the city in self-government and 
contribute to its economic and cultural advantages. 
It is proposed that the land be developed at a ratio of approxi-
mately 1, 000 square feet of gross area per employee. This 
results in the following utilization of land based on requirements 
for each employee: 
Building Area 200 sq. ft. 20% 
Roads & Open Space 300 sq. fto 30% 
Parking 400 sq. ft. 40% 
Reserve 100 sq. ft. 10% 
1, 000 sq. fto 100% 
These standards provide for flexibility in ultimate development 
of the land. They may vary depending upon the specific opera-
tions of each .industry or activity, but have been proven an 
excellent guide to establish proper densities and most efficient 
site utilization. 
At the density suggested these proposed industrial areas could 
ultimately accommodate some 40, 000 employees. 
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High standards of development and strict controls in these areas 
will in no way reduce the economic potential of the land. They 
will, in fact, make the areas even more desirable to the kind of 
tenants who value the protection such controls provide. Industry 
used to be synonymous with irresponsible land development and 
the creation of slums. Today, at Stanford University Industrial 
Park and similar locations, .industrial firms are found competing 
to outdo their neighbors .in good architecture, landscaping and 
beautiful settings for their office buildings, factories and 
laboratories. 
The areas should be developed in accordance with well-defined 
master plans which will provide controls to assure compatibility 
among the industries without severely restricting their activities 
or inhibiting their growtho These controls will establish limitations 
on such factors as noise, smoke, fumes and vibrations; ground 
coverage, signs, setbacks, parking and traffico They will provide 
for landscaping of open spaces and screening of any objectionable 
elements of useo 
Implementation of these controls will be accomplished through 
the special planning framework proposed in this report (see 
Chapter IV Section A) and through lease terms under which all 
land will be developed by The Irvine Company. 
The following sections give a more detailed description of the 
three areas 0 
ao Institutional Research Facilities 
This area is of most direct significance to the University. 
It is here that various private institutions will have an 
opportunity to develop their own research facilities in very 
close proximity to University scientific and engineering 
research activities on the campus. The joint use of these 
facilities and exchanges of personnel will be of great mutual 
advantageo 
It is conceivable that the occasion may arise when an 
institution develops its own technical and administrative 
offices in this area and at the same time endows a research 
facility on the campus for joint use with the University. 
Figure 7 shows the close relationship of this area to the 
campus area proposed for research reserve, and also its 
proximity to Ford 1 s existing Aeronutronic facility which 
may be expanded to the northo 
This area should be developed slowly and in small incre-
ments to permit choosing a wide diversity of institution.a 
and foundations most directly related to University activities. 
It would include elements such as research facilities of the 
Ford Foundation, the Haynes Foundation, Stanford Research 
Institute and similar groups, medical research institutes, 
conference centers of various companies (or a central one 
to serve all), atomic power research and similar agencies 
who might require space close to the University but would 
not be able to build or operate endowed facilities on the campus. 
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ho Research and Development Industries 
In the Master Land Use Plan this area is bounded by 
San Joaquin Road, MacArthur Boulevard and tl1:e northern 
boundary of the University Community. Figure 7 shows a 
portion of this area in which two major electronic companies, 
Lockheed Electronics Company and Collins Radio, have 
proposed to build research and development facilitieso 
Lockheed has indefinitely postponed development on its 2.00-
acre site, which has been annexed to Newport Beacho 
However, Collins Radio will shortly begin construction on 
its first 100, 000 square foot prototype build:i:ng for electronic 
research and development. The company has a long-term 
lease and options on a total of 170 acres to the north of the 
Lockheed siteo Any annexation on this land has been held 
in abeyance by The Irvine Company pending final decision 
by the University on the question of the new campus, so that 
it may be included as the first research and development 
facility in the proposed University Communityo 
Land to the north of Collins would be developed for other 
research and development facilities of the size and importance 
of the well-known General Motors Technical Center and IBM 
Research Laboratories. These facilities have attractive 
buildings set in large open spaces with landscaped malls, 
fountains and pools. A divei;-sity of industries should be 
encouraged to protect against possible econom.ic upsets 
and to avoid overdependence on government or military 
contractso 
Smaller sites will also be developed along Acacia Street 
for industries which do not need large amounts of land. For 
those who need clos.e proximity to an airport these sites will 
be very attractiveo The development of other portions of the 
area will be largely dependent upon the future plans for 
Orange County Airport. 
Co Craft Industries 
An area of approximately 340 acres is shown on the Master _ 
Land Use Plan for craft industries. 
As outlined in the Phase I report, this area would provide 
a "climate favorable for the production of high quality art 
objects and utensils for use in our contemporary society o 11 
It might contain design and production facilities for a 
silversmith, furniture house, textile manufacturer, jeweler, 
toy factory, etco Industries should be selected which will 
provide an element of employment for students and which 
best contribute to the general character of the community o 
This area is also ideally situated for the development of 
newspaper, magazine and book publishing houseso Location 
of the University press at the upper end of the campus exten-
sion along San Joaquin Road would establish an excellent 
link to these uses. 
The area should be developed in accordance with an overall 
plan providing a wide diversity of site sizes. As shown in 
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Figure 7 clusters or groups of related industries might 
be developed within the plan around landscaped malls or 
plazas. A facility for the exhibition and sale of products 
might be located in the center of these clustersD 
5. Residential 
By "residential" in this category we refer to all those areas 
proposed in the Master Land Use Plan for residenti:d use except 
the areas of inclusion which are explained as a separate category 
earlier in this reporto 
The attractions of living in this University Community with its 
stimulating cultural atmosphere, its excellertt employment 
opportunities and its proximity to outstanding recreation areas 
will create immediate demands for housingo The people who 
come to live here will have a wide range of interests and 
econo·mic capabilities and many di.ff erent kinds of housing will 
be developed to accommodate themo 
A general framework for some 12 to 15 neighborhoods is formed 
by the network of collector roads shown in the Master Land Use 
Plan. Each of the neighborhoods will have its own schools, 
parks and neighborhood shops and will consist predo,rninantly of 
single family dwellingso These will be of varied and interesting 
types built to very high standards to meet the needs of the 
communityo Densities will vary depending upon the character of 
the land, its topography and its proximity to other uses in the 
communityo 
Approximately half of the land, consisting of those areas north 
of the greenbelt and in some of the canyons, is relatively flat or 
gently sloping. Densities will be higher in these areas, averaging 
approximately 20 people per acreo Housing in these neighborhoods 
will be moderately priced because the land may be developed at 
lower costs due to the nature of the terrain. 
The other half of the land consists of the rolling to hilly slopes 
of the San Joaquin Hills lying east of Culver Road Extension and 
south of Bonita Canyono This land has much the same character 
as the Berkeley Hills with outstanding views overlooking the 
campus and the communityo It will be developed at lower den-
sities of approximately 10 people per acre. Two-story and 
split level plans will make best use of the land and will take full 
advantage of the views o 
At the densities suggested the total population in these residential 
areas will be some 60, 000 people. In addition to these there will 
be some 12, 000 people in the areas outlined below. Together with 
approximately 14, 000 students and their families who will live on 
the campus and 17, 000 people in the inclusion areas, they constitute 
the population of approximately 100, 000 who make up the University 
Community. 
The two other areas indicated on the Master La11d Use Plan 
for specific kinds o.f residential use are explained in the 
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following sectionso 
a. High Density Residential 
A number of people will want to live in close proximity to 
the town center to enjoy its conveniences and to participate 
in its activities. Their presence will contribute to the live-
liness and to the economic health of the town, and it is 
highly desirable to make dense use of the land to accommodate 
as many of them as possibleo ·Provision has been made for 
such use in the area north of the town center labeled "High 
Density Residential." This area is on a high rise of land 
which overlooks the town, the greenbelt, the lake and the 
golf courseo Its integral relationships with the town are 
shown in Figure 6 ~ 
It is proposed that an average of 30 to 40 units per acre be 
developed in this area. At these densities 10, 000 to 12, 000 
people in multi-story apartments and closely grouped town 
houses can all live within five minutes 1 walk of the town 
center. 
This area will be especially appealing to professional and 
business people who have their offices or work in the town. 
Many of the faculty and students will also pref er to live 
here very close to the town as well as the campus. 
b. Lake and Golf Course Housing 
The proposed lake will be a great recreational asset and 
a source of visual enjoyment in the heart of the community. 
The golf course will provide a parklike atmosphere and will 
be a convenient club where faculty and students can play 
for moderate feeso 
In order to make the development of these facilities more 
economical, and to provide space for tho$e who will be able 
to pay a premium to-live adjacent to them, it is proposed 
that residential frontage be developed around both the lake 
and golf course. Recent experience indicate$ that, by adding 
approximately $1, 000 to the price of lots fronting on a golf 
course, it is possible to offset the cost of developing the 
courseo In subdivisions where this has been done the demand 
for these lots is such that they are invariably sold firsto 
Housing will be mainly for single families, with a total 
of 1, 000 to 2, 000 people being accommodated. It may also 
be possible to develop some two-story apartments with 
wide verandahs overlooking the golf course in the finger of 
residential land along the proposed cross-town road near 
the town center o 
The entire area of lake, golf course and housing should be 
developed according to a detailed overall master plan which 
will achieve a balance of residential frontage sufficient to 
justify the economics of the development consistent with the 
need to create the maximum possible public use of the 
recreational facilitieso 
As shown in Figure 8 it is possible to prepare a plan 
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linking the golf course with the lake, which allows for 
several interesting holes to be played across or around the 
water. Fingers of housing, designed to provide an optimum 
amount of frontage, extend into the golf course and around 
the lake. A narrow strip of housing is also developed on the 
west side of the lake. Corridors approximately 300 feet wide 
tr~verse this strip to provide access from the campus to the 
lake and also to permit views of the lake from the lakeside 
road. Some of the housing could be built on peninsulas 
extending into the lake as has been done at Belvedere Lagoon 
in San Francisco Bay. 
60 Neighborhood Shops 
People living in the residential areas will not want to go to the 
town center every day for such items as a loaf of bread or a 
haircut. To provide for these immediate needs several small 
commercial areas will be developed throughout the community. 
These will be designed and located in such a way that access to 
them from within the neighborhoods is quick and convenient. 
These areas will be limited in size to approximately 5 acres·. 
Careful architectural control will make them attractive and 
delightful places to shopo - Each ma:.y develop a special quality 
of its own, reflecting the character of its particular neighborhoodo 
The scale will be intimate, with no great supermarkets, but 
small markets and such other facilities as drugstores, news 
vendors, laundromats, cleaners, barbers, filling stations, shoe 
repair, etc. Small but adequate parking facilities will be pro-
videdo 
Figure 5 shows how these shops might relate to neighborhood 
units in the inclusion areas. 
7 o Schools and Parks 
Among the most important factors adding to the quality and 
character of a community are its systems of schools and public 
parkSo The University Community will naturally have unusually 
high standards in the matter of education and an enlightened 
appreciation of the value of parks and places for recreation .. 
Because they will be planned from the start and because the cityf s 
sound tax base will be adequate to support them, the schools and 
parks in this community can excel in every respecto 
a. Schools 
Many cities have overlapping school districts, resulting in 
inefficient tax support, clumsy administration and incon-
sistent standards. In order to assure that schools .in the 
University Community will receive equitable shares of tax 
revenues from proposed businesses and industries, and to 
provide for the type of efficient administration which will 
produce high standards, the University Community has been 
proposed as a unified school district. This was accomplished 
by resolution of the Orange County Committee on School 
District Organization. (See Appendix D) 
This unified district may become a city school system once 
the community incorporates. 
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Allocation of schools in the community will be generally in 
accordance with the standards suggested in the Phase I Report. 
Approximately 20 elementary schools, 4 junior high schools, 
and 1 or 2 high schools will ultimately be requiredo Four of 
the elementary schools on 10-acre sites are proposed in the 
inclusion areaso (See Figure 5) One or more of these might 
be conveniently related to married student housing areas on 
the campus. 
ho Parks 
Imaginative plans for residential developments in the 
University Community will produce many concepts providing 
pleasant and attractive open spaces, small greenbelts and 
public landscaped areas for pedestrian activities within each 
neighborhood. These will add immeasurably to the character 
of the neighborhoods. They will be delightful places for 
children to play and for adults to relax. 
The Irvine Company also proposes to continue its policy, 
successfully established in the Newport Beach area, of 
dedicating 5 to 10-acre sites for community parks adjacent 
to elementary schools. These neighborhood parks provide 
opportunities for developing active recreation facilities, 
community buildings and branch libraries. 
Bo Greenbelt 
In addition to the neighborhood parks and open spaces described 
above, the Master Land Use Plan provides for a major greenbelt 
which will start from the proposed County Aquatic Park in the 
upper reaches of Newport Bay and extend across MacArthur 
Freeway, continue through the heart of the community and out to 
Sand Canyon Reservoir and beyond. It provides open space in 
the middle of the town and a way to reach the surrounding country-
side. It contains the proposed lake and golf course, and may be 
developed for such uses as riding trails and stables, tennis courts, 
bowling greens and others explained in detail in the Phase I Report. 
A narrower branch of the greenbelt runs to the north along the 
flood control channel providing a buff er between the craft industries 
and residential areas to the east. 
There is a natural amphitheater in the greenbelt approximately 
1 mile east of the campus. A public stadium might be developed 
here by the community and made available for University events, 
or at some future time the University might trade campus land, in 
accordance with the proposed master agreement, to acquire the 
20-acre site for a University coliseum, which could be very 
economically built on the natural slopes. Parking might be 
accommodated on unpaved areas in the greenbelt, much as it is 
on the golf course and grass areas at the Rose Bowl. 
The land in the greenbelt will be kept in open reserve by The 
Irvine Company and farmed as an interim use. At such time as 
the community is incorporated, this land would be dedicated to 
the city for maintenance and development, and would thereby be 
held in perpetuity for the ultimate benefit of the population of the 
University Community. 
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inclusion areas· with the other elements of the Community and part 
of the right of way should be properly designed and landscaped as 
an attractive footpath. Thi~ road will be built partly at the expense 
of the Uniyersity and partly at the expense of the developers of 
adjacent ?,reas which it serves o 
The Master Land Use Plan shows tentative alignments for a 
system of collector roads in the residential areas of the Community. 
These will be provided by deveiopers of the areas and will either 
meet County standards or those to be established by the city when 
it is incorporatedo 
The diagrammatic plan for the town center (see Figure 6 ) indicates 
a road between the town and the campuso This road will carry 
limited amounts of traffic and should be designed for restricted 
speeds. 
The alignment of San Diego Freeway remains the same as shown 
in Phase I. Expansion studies· at Orange County Airport indicate 
that MacArthur Freeway will be diverted either to the north of 
the airport or to the south along Palisades Road. Both alignments 
provide excellent access to the campus and in either case an 
interchange providing art off-ramp would be required in the 
vicinity of Palisades and MacArthur as shown in studies in this 
reporto In the event it goes along Palisades, the proposed 
cross-town road might link with its frontage roadso 
11. Utilities 
The status of all utilities· is fully explained in Boyle Engineering's 
report which is reproduced as Appendix F o Their analysis con-
cludes "that all pr.incipal utilities· will be available to the University 
site at no expense to the University and that said facilities will be 
adequate to serve their needs. " 
The proper phasing of utilities in the community is described in 
Chapter V and illustrated in the diagrammatic phasing plans, 
Figure 9. 
It is proposed that local distribution of power and telephones will 
be underground to- rid the landscape of unsightly poles and to increase 
the economic potential of the land in all areas of the community o The 
added cost of underground utilities in the inclusion areas will be 
offset by increased densities which will lower the cost per unito 
Wherever major transmission lines cannot be underground and 
must traverse the community overhead, they will be carefully 
placed in the least obtrusive placeso 
C 0 NAMING THE COMMUNITY 
In a few years' time the community can expect to become an incor-
porated city with an official name of its own. Prior to that time, 
however, it is suggested that a name be attached to the community, 
preferably one which is euphonious, which has some association with 
local history or tradition, and which does not conflict with the names 
of existing cities in the areao This will serve as a means of fostering 
civic pride in residents of the future city and at the same time it will 
contribute to the character and identity of the new University. 
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A list of possible names and their significance in the locality follows: 
Buenaventura. o ...... o. o. o.. Don Gaspar de Portola left San Diego 
Crespi on July 14, 1769, day of San Buenaventura 
on an expedition north passing through what 
is now Orange County on his way to 
Montereyo Father Juan Crespi accompanied 
himo 
Moyoo o ••• o . o o •... o .. o . o o .. o The Gabrielino Indians, then living on 
Yoba Irvine land, were Shoshones. Their 
villages were called Moyo, Pahar and 
Iukupo Moyo was "north of the Newport 
Bay estuary. " Each village had a cere-
monial enclosure consisting of an open 
area fenced by stakes, called a Yoba. 
Yorba o o o o o o • o o o o o o o ••••• o • o 
Peralta 
Sepulveda 
Serrano 
Las Yorbas 
Jose Antonio Yorba, Catalan Volunteer 
in the Portola expedition began to pasture 
livestock on Irvine land in 1801. In his 
petition for a: land grant he named his 
nephew .Juan Peralta as joint o-wner. A 
son of Yorba, Don Tomas, married 
Dona Vicenta Sepulvedao The husband of 
one of the Yorba girls, who assumed con-
trol of the ranch in the 18401s, was 
Leandro Serrano. The ranch house was 
called Hacienda de las Yorbaso 
Cerrito .• o • o . o o o ... o o . o o o ••• The San Joaquin land grant - a1£ a part 
Cienega of the Irvine Ranch - consisted of two 
Las Ranas separate parcels, one called Cerrito 
Lemon Heights de las Ranas (Hill of the Frogs} and 
Red Hill sometimes called Cienega de las Ranas 
San Joaquin (Marsh of the Frogs) and an adjacent area 
known as La Bolsa de San Joaquin. A 
wide slough covered with tule·s ran back 
from the head of Newport Bay nearly to 
the foothills near Red HilL A spring of 
water near there was called Aquaje 
de las Ranas and the canyon that is 
located back of Lemon Heights reaching 
from the Irvine Ranch house almost to 
the County Park was called Canada de 
las Ranas. Red Hill was a landmark to 
Indians,, missionaries, Spanish ~nd 
Mexican ranchers and served as a direc-
tion finder for early map-makerso 
Las Lomaso o o o o o •• o •• o. o .... o Rancho Las Lomas de Santiago was one 
Santiago of the land grants consolidated to form 
the Irvine Ranch. 
Irvine ... o .. o ..... o .............. There is an established community of 
"Irvine" on another part of the Irvine 
Ranch, and many developments such as 
the Irvine Coast Country Club and Irvine 
Terrace are alrea,dy in existenceo For 
this reason, the directors of The Irvine 
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Company have es·tablished as a matter 
of policy that the name Irvine will not 
be used in future developrnentso 
Balboa ... o .. o . o o o . o o o o o •. o o In 1513 Vasco Nunez de Balboa first saw 
Cabrillo the Pacific Ocean at Panama. This 
San Salvador Spanish explorer and cqnquistador, known 
for his courage, courtesy, kindness of 
heart and just dealing, is already corn -
memorated by the communities of Balboa 
and Balboa Island, which are part of the 
City of Newport Beach. Each is a well-
established vacation spot with its own 
post officeo However, the name Balboa 
has a good ring and sufficiently strong 
local significance to make it a possibility 
for the new communityo The Portugese 
navigator .Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo was 
the first white man to see Californiao In 
1542 he discovered the island now known 
as Santa Catalina and named it San 
Salvador after his flagshipo The island 
was renamed sixty years later by the 
Spanish King's emissary, Sebastian 
Visca.inoo 
Newporto •. o. o o o ... o. o .•. o o o The City of Newport Beach is well known 
for its outstanding recreational assets 
and is respected as a place with extremely 
high residential and cultural standards. 
The name Newport, therefore, has a 
pleasant connotation locally, and .it would 
not conflict too seriously with the name 
Newport Beach. It would immediately 
and definitively tie in the new community 
with the area in which it is locatedo 
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IV IMPLEMENTATION 
A. PLANNING AREA CONCEPT 
The proposed community will be unincorporated during its early 
years and although the Board of Supervisors will provide active 
stewardship there would ordinarily be no local representation in 
planning affairs except through the instrument of the County Plannl.ng 
Commission. Because this will be a unique community it will have 
problems of a special and time-consuming nature. Consideration of 
all these problems would impose a great burden on the County Plan-
ning Commission. The University and its community, for lack of 
direct responsibility, would have no way to assist or to influence 
the course of development. 
Through careful study of the state laws relating to planning and as a 
result of consultations with state and county planning authorities, an 
administrative framework has been devised to give the University 
and the growing community a voice and a share in planning their own 
development. At the same time it will relieve the County Planning 
Commission of some of the heavy workload which it will incur during 
this period. 
This framework provides that, in accordance with Chapter 3 of 
Title 7 (Planning) of the Government Code of the State of California, 
the County Board of Supervisors would designate the entire Universi-
ty Community as a "Planning Area" and would appoint an Area Plan -
ning Commission consisting of members representative of the area, 
including representation from the University. The Area Planning 
Commission would be charged by the Board of Supervisors with im-
plementing the Master Land Use Plan proposed in this report. 
At the same time the "Planning Area" would be classified in the 
Orange County Land Use Plan as a "Planned Community District". 
Such a classification would not provide for specific land uses but 
would permit the development of various kinds of use in accordance 
with the master plan. Use permit~ are customarily issued by the 
County Planning Commission. However, it would be possible for 
the County to delegate authority for issuing use permits to the Area . 
Planning Commission. The County Planning Commission and the 
Board of Supervisors would then be relieved of the detailed admin-
istration of planning affairs in the community. The Board of 
Supervisors would retain legislative jurisdiction and would remain 
responsible for making decisions on major policy, on matters sub-
mitted to them on appeal, or on matters at variance with the ap-
proved m~ster plan. 
At such time as the community became incorporated the responsi-
bilities of the Area Planning Commission would be assumed by the 
new city planning commission whose membership, staff and 
standards might conceivably remain the same. 
In order to provide assurance that the County approves the system 
in principle and will cooperate in establishing it, the County Plan-
ning Commission was asked on behalf of The Irvine Company to 
adopt a resolution of intent. A special meeting in joint session 
with the Board of Supervisors was called on April 18, 1960, to con-
sider the draft of a resolution. 
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Subsequently the Board unanimously approved the following: 
WHEREAS the University of California is contemplating 
the establishment of a major new campus on undeveloped 
land in the unincorporated area of Orange County, and 
WHEREAS approximately 10, 000 acres surrounding the 
campus will be required to fulfill the community needs 
of the University, and 
WHEREAS the establishment of the University and the 
planned development of the land surrounding and related 
to the campus, as an integrated University Community, 
is of major importance to the County of Orange and the 
State of California, and 
WHEREAS it is important that the community be given 
every opportunity to grow not only quickly but also in an 
orderly manner to accommodate the rapidly expanding 
educational needs of the County of Orange as well as 
those of the entire State of California, and 
WHEREAS it is evident that special planning methods 
may expedite the administration of the planned develop-
ment of the University Community, and 
WHEREAS these special planning methods would provide 
procedure for equitable representation of the people of 
Orange County a.s well as of the owners of the land and 
the University of California: 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Orange 
County Planning Commission recognizes the unique and 
special needs of the University Community and favors 
the proposal, in principle, to designate the University 
Community a "Planning Area'i in accordance with the 
laws relating to planning in the Government Code of the 
State of California and offers its full cooperation and 
support in achieving this worthwhile objective, and 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Orange County 
Planning Commission will study the amendment of its 
Land Use Ordinance so as to provide a "Planned 
Community" District which would be applied to the 
University Community, in a.ccordance with required 
procedures, provided a master plan for its development 
is submitted to and meets the approval of the Orange 
County Planning Commission and the Orange County 
Board of Supervisors. 
This type of planning jurisdiction, although it is without precedent, 
offers an excellent opportunity for the University and The Irvine 
Company jointly with the County to exercise the desired administra-
tive control in implementing the Master Land Use Plan. 
B. CONTROLS IN INCLUSION AREAS 
Methods of development and means of control in the areas of inclu -
sion have been analyzed in detail and extensively explored in joint 
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discussions and negotiations between representatives of the Univer-
sity and The Irvine Company. The primary object has been to find 
the most feasible, economical and effective system of insuring that 
housing will be built in these areas and that it will remain available 
for the students, faculty and staff for whom it is specifically 
intended. 
1. Controls 
The controls are necessarily complex because they are designed 
to take full advantage of the opportunities offered by the single 
ownership of the land to meet the housing needs of the University 
population and at the same time to provide adequate protection 
for the large amounts of capital which will be required in the 
development of this housing. 
A framework of controls to cover all types of development in 
these areas will be a part of the master agreement between 
the University and The Irvine Company. It will have two basic 
requirements. First, that by design and by the control of 
densities all development must be oriented toward the economic 
requirements of University personnel. Secondly, that develop-
ment must be phased according to a schedule which corresponds 
to the growth of the University. 
A large measure of control in developing the land will also be 
provided by the Master Plan and its implementation by the Area 
Planning Commission. 
2. Methods of Development 
The effectiveness of any means of control will depend to a 
large extent upon the methods by which the inclusion areas 
are to be developed. The Irvine Company is exploring in 
detail many imaginative concepts 0 
The method at present being given roost serious consideration 
is development by a subsidiary of The Irvine Company for long-
term lease. Fee sales would also be made where necessary to 
such groups as YMCA, churches, charitable institutions, etco 
The subsidiary would have a seven-man board of directors. 
Two of these would be representatives of the University who 
would be nominated by The Irvine Company subject to the 
approval of The Regents or the administration of the University. 
These two members would have full voting rights and would 
repr~sent the University in establishing matters of policy. 
The subsidiary might form a: joint venture with some capital 
group or insurance company which could devote long-term 
capital for development on a continuing basis. This method 
has met with general agreement in discussions between the 
University and The Irvine Company. 
The Irvine Company will also consider selling all of the land 
to the University at a very reasonable price. The University 
could then adopt the so-called "Stanford Plan'·' of leasing to 
faculty members and/ or private developers for University-
oriented purposes. The University would thereby have ab-
solute control over the ultimate development of the land. 
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This method would put the University into the real estate 
business, it would take the land off the tax rolls, imposing a 
hardship on the tax base of the community and it would require 
large capital outlay on the part of the University. 
As a further alternative The Irvine Company would master 
lease the land to the University for a long period (100 years) 
with an option to purchase it. The University would sub-lease 
to individuals or developers as desired. This method would 
reduce the capital requirements for the University but would 
otherwise have the same implications as outright purchase. 
3. Price Formula 
Work has proceeded toward deriving a formula to determine 
the basic value of the land. Whether it is leased or sold, there 
should be a means of preventing speculative pressures, result-
ing largely from the fact of the University's presence, from 
forcing exorbitant increases in values on the areas reserved 
for future development. Below is a suggested formula which, 
although it has not been approved or studied in detail by The 
Irvine Company, may be useful for reference. 
Future Land Value = ( 19 6 0 land value of $ 
W = Development Costs + % Profit 
X = Price Index Appreciation+ 
Y = Interest on$ /Ac Equity @ % 
/acre) +W+X+Y+Z 
Z = Interim Taxes and District Assessments after 1960 
Development costs (W) would be subject to audit and would include: 
( 1) Development Capital Interest @ % 
(2) Planning 
( 3) Engineering 
(4) Management and Real Estate Fees 
( 5) Utilities and Storm Drains 
( 6) Streets, Curbs, Sidewalks 
(7) District Parking Assessments 
( 8) Street Lighting 
( 9) Landscaping 
(10) Grading and Site Preparations 
(11) Schools and Parks Dedications 
Possible indices (X) which might be agreed upon to establish a 
ratio of appreciation related to 1960 values: 
(1) U. S. Department of Commerce "Consumers' Price 
Index" (categories for housing, utilities, insurance 
rates, etc., for Los Angeles area). 
(2) Security-First National Bank "Index of Mar~t Prices 
of Single Family .Dwellings 1940-1960 11 (75 sample 
houses in various locations and price groups are 
assessed semi-annually. ). 
(3) Architectural Record "Building Cost Index" (issued 
monthly). 
(4) Average salary scale of University faculty and staff 
expressed as a ratio to current scales. 
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V PHASING 
A. CRITERIA 
It is essential that .the development programs of the campus and the 
community be closely coordinated so that requirements for utility 
services, roads, etc., can be integrated and so that all advanced 
planning efforts can keep pace with one another. For this reason, 
and to determine the r'equirements for services at various periods 
during the years ahead, detailed statistical studies and graphic 
projections have been made. 
These have as their basis the original criteria furnished by the 
University of California for the Site Selection Study, further refined 
in a letter which is reproduced as Appendix F of the Phase I Report. 
These criteria established, in increments from the years 1965 to 
20XO, the basic enrollments, number of faculty and staff, ratios 
of single to married students, ratios of graduate, upper division 
and lower division students, ratios of those expected to live on 
campus, off campus but in the community and outside the communi-
ty, number of people per family, etc. These estimates and as-
sumptions are based upon recent experience and trends at other 
branches of the University, adjusted to meet the specific conditions 
of the proposed new campus and community. 
The criteria have been carefully evaluated and, while all data of 
this kind are subject to fluctuation, they have been very useful in 
arriving at basic decisions and in attempting to determine the 
course of future developments. 
From these criteria, tables have been prepared to show, in 1965, 
1970, 1980, 1990 and 20XO the various types and the total quantities 
of community and campus housing facilities which will be required. 
These tables are reproduced in Appendix B of this report. 
B. DIAGRAMMATIC INCREMENTATION PLANS 
The patterns of incremental growth shown in Figure 9 are for ·the 
periods 1965, 1970 and 1980 and are based on the criteria ex-
plained above. They show an orderly expansion of roads and utili-
ties to meet campus requirements correlated with growth of the 
community around it. The diagrams show land developments 
cumulatively but for graphic clarity the utilities are shown only as 
major extensions after the first phase. 
As projected by 1965 the campus, with an initial enrollment of 1, 500 
students, will have commenced operations in close proximity to the 
town center with utility extensions completed to that point. Develop-
ment of portions of inclusion areas A and C is started in locations 
which are closest to existing and projected utilities and which have 
the best relationship to developments on the campus and in the town. 
Concurrently, some residential developments will be started outside 
the inclusion areas but in proximity to the avanable utilities. 
Research and development industries, certain institutional foundations 
and craft industries may be commenced by extension of utilities from 
existing industrial sources. 
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By 1970 the campus will have grown to accommodate 6, 000 students. 
The town will have expanded . and developments in the inclusion areas 
will be stepped up to meet increased needs. Since it may be desir-
able to begin to develop several different areas of the campus by that 
time, utilities will be extended up the loop road at the perimeter of 
the campus and will be readily available for development of inclusion 
area B. The community will have grown and industry will continue 
to expand. It is probable that the city will have become incorporated. 
Twenty years hence, in 1980, the campus has continued to expand, 
and approximately 15, 000 students are enrolled. The town has 
grown, industry has developed on most of the land (although each 
industry will have extensive reserves within its site for further ex-
pansion) and the community is expected to have reached about 70% 
of its ultimate capacity, based on the densities recommended in this 
study. Utilities are expanded within the developments except for 
sewers which will be extended from previous trunk lines. 
Beyond this point it is difficult to estimate the rate of growth in the 
community but it is likely that densities will begin to increase sub-
stantially because once the character of the community is firmly 
established there will be increasing numbers of people who will 
want to live here. 
Many economic, sociological or political factors may influence or 
change these basic concepts of growth. For this reason it is im-
portant that the data and the actual course of developments be re-
viewed and re-analyzed at least every two years. 
C. PHASING OF INCLUSION AREAS 
Proper phasing in the inclusion areas will be most important to the 
University for two reasons. First, in order to stimulate early 
growth of the campus, portions of these areas should be developed 
quickly to provide housing for University personnel. Secondly, as 
the community grows more rapidly in later years, those portions 
of the inclusion areas which are held in reserve will form a cushion 
between the University and the pressures of surrounding develop-
ment. By remaining available they will allow for the continued 
growth of student, faculty and staff housing in the immediate vicinity 
of the campus. 
To establish the amount of land which should be developed in these 
areas at various periods, the requirements for each category of 
University-oriented housing have been correlated with the estimated 
growth of the University. Table 4 in Appendix B shows these re-
quirements specifically. Summarized below is the number of gross 
acres and the percentage of the total areas of inclusion which should 
be developed at each period: 
Year Gross Acres % Of Total 
1965 60 9 
1970 180 27 
1980 445 67 
1990 560 85 
20XO 660 100 
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In order to have housing ready when it is needed and to permit its 
development in the most economical increments these areas may 
be built up faster than anticipated in the above schedule. Completed 
units not immediately required by University personnel could be 
leased to others on short terms. Such a policy of interim use will 
improve the economic prospect for the development of housing in the 
areas, it will reduce the tax problem on land which would otherwise 
have to be held in reserve for longer periods and it will help to 
provide a constant supply of available housing for University 
personnel. 
D. SITE DEVELOPMENT 
Upon the completion of negotiations and agreements between the 
University and The Irvine Company, certain site improvements 
could be commenced immediately. Physical development projects 
which might be undertaken on the campus in 1960-61 are listed 
below with estimates of their possible costs. 
1. Inner Loop Road: $120,000 
Two lanes of the proposed inner loop road on the perimeter of 
the campus could be built in order to provide immediate access 
to all areas of the campus. This road would also help to stimu -
late quick development of housing in the areas of inclusion. 
2.. Initial Grading: $350, 000 
Grading operations on a limited scale could be commenced 
immediately with field-directed cutting and filling of the few 
areas of unusable land such as ravines, etco As plans are 
refined, grading operations would be expanded into more 
significant earth movements and site preparation. 
3. Sewers: $80,000 
The Sewer District proposes a sewer trunk and pumping station 
at the edge of the campus near MacArthur Boulevard and 
Palisades Road. This would be provided at no expense to the 
University. Extension must be made from here to a point near 
the town center to provide service for the first increment of 
campus buildings. Since a portion of this extension will go 
off the campus and also serve surrounding community develop-
ments, they will share in the cost. 
4. On Campus Water: $100, 000 
The University could participate with The Irvine Company in 
developing joint reservoir and distribution facilities for utiliza-
tion of the initial water supplied by existing wells. These 
facilities could be designed so that they would be incorporated 
into the ultimate local distribution system after completion of 
Metropolitan Water District improvementso 
5. Tree Planting Program: $150, 000 
With water available on the site, trees could be started and 
easily maintained. Quick-growing trees could be planted in 
groves and in random patternso Although some of the trees 
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might eventually have to be removed to make way for buildings, 
patterns could be developed which would accommodate the 
ultimate campus plan and the loss would not be significanto 
6. Suggested University Headquarters: $100, 000 
It would be advantageous to develop facilities on the site where 
University administration, field supervision and planning 
activities could be consolidated. Existing ranch buildings such 
as those on the Buffalo Ranch on MacArthur Boulevard might 
be remodeled and expanded with additional quarters 0 By 
creating such a concentrated center of activity on the campus, 
enthusiastic community support would be focused and stimulated. 
Prior to these physical developments it would be assumed that 
detailed site studies such as topographic surveys, soil analyses, 
planning and engineering services would be commenced. The 
costs for these studies might be $250, 000 to $300, 0000 
The total cost of these site improvements and studies is 
estimated at approximately $1, 200, 000. 
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usm.urto1' °' tu acwm °' sun:avucas ar 
CBAlCE commr, CALuc:&BlA 
April 26, 1960 
oa motion of Supervieor Nelson, duly eeccmded and CCTiad, the 
following Reaolution wu adopt:ed: 
'i"HERl!:AS, the University of calUornia is cout.aplaling the 
eatabl111bment of a major new caqru11 on undneloped land in the unin-
corporated area of Orange County, and 
WBi:llF.AS, appl'Oximately lO ,000 acrea nrrouadin& the CGlpllll will 
be required to fulfill the coummity naeda of th• Ul'liwrd.ty, and 
"8EREAS, the Htabllahment o! the Uuivar11ity cid the pl811Ded 
developmmit of the land nrrounding Md related to the C9pUA, u aa 
intearated Ul11varalty c-.mity, is of major ililportanca to the County 
of Oranp mad the State of C&liforni&, and 
WHEllF.A.S, it u iq>ortant that th• c-tty be giwn SV91"y 
opportul:dty to grow not only quickly but aleo in aa orderly UJtDer to 
acCClllllOd&te the rapidly apanding educational needa of the County of 
Orange u wll u tho11e of the entire State of C&Ufornia, and 
WHERF.AS, it 1e evident that special planning •tbod• may expedita 
the adlainiscrat!.cm of the pl-d ci.veiop-it of the Oni'V.raity c-
mmity, and 
WHDEAS. thaee special planrling method11 'llOUld provide procedure 
for equitable repnaeatati.on of the people of Oraagie County u -ll 
ae of the ownero of the land and the Univerait:y of california; 
00'\.'• 'rHEllEFCRE, :BE IT RESOLVICD that the Board of Supervieore 
ncogniaea the unique and special -da ot the UDivaraity Coammity 
and favora the pTopoaal, in prineipla. to daaignat:e the Univaraity 
Cammmity a "Planning Area" in accordmlca vi.th the l.awa nlatins to 
planning in the ~t Code of the State of califomia aad otfar1 
ita full cooperaUon and aupport in ach1sving thia wortlnlhil• objacUve, 
and 
ReaolutioQ .No. 60-384 
l. 
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RESOW?ION OF nut BOoUD fJ1 SUPKRVI SORS 
<1' ORANGE COUNTY• CALIPORNIA 
April 26, 19150 
On 1110ticm of Superviaw i.eleon. dul7 aeconded and carried, the 
following Resolution waa adopted 1 
1JHUE:AS, the Board of Superviaora of the County of Orange hu beeo 
requHted to provide. aa1UTance to the R.egenta of the University of 
C.liforniar chat tha COl.ulty of or.nae will conatruct certain roada to 
aerve the new propoaed calllpUI o! the Utliveralty of C.litornia ~11 Oraqa 
County, Californifl 1 
sow, THEREFORE, llE IT MSOLVED AllI> OlDERED that 
PROVID£I>: A. that the Vniv.ralty of C&Utomi.8 will Htabliah 
a new campue of the DDivereity geaarally in accordance with thee 
propond in the "University Capua and C-it7 Study" ?haae I 
report prepared fw 'l'he Irvine ec.pe.,,,; 
B. That The b:v1ae Caaipan7 will dedicata t:he full 
ultilmte required righta-of-•7 120 feet in width at no coat to tbe 
County; 
THEN: Orange County will ~OD•CTU~t at it• - ap&llH the 
peripbaral rwid1 required to aarw tha lmiwrait7 in ita .. r17 pbaaea 
of devel~nt. Theae road• an ..-ally daKribed •• followa: 
(1) An extenai.on of <Mlv.T Roacl AOlltbuat to ita jUDCtioa 
with the propoHd prt.ry County h~y in lonita C&nyOD i 
(2) The proposed primary County hipway in Bonita C.n7oa tr-
ite junction with the a:teaaion of Culver Roed. aa daacrlbed in (l) 
above, aouthweet to MacArthur Boulevard. 
(3) An u:tandon of Paliaadee Rolld from MacArthur Boulevard 
nortbaaat to c-t vi.th the uteneioo of Culver Road deecrlbed in (1) 
The roada will be built according to the pnHllt County atanclarda 
tor a two-lane highway. The ultimte development to cbe road• aball 
confcma to Count7 atandarda tor • •Jor highw7. Purther atapa far 
&eaolution llo. 60-381 1. 
;~ 
~i 
~~ 
~u 
~1 
conetruction ehall be accomplillhed in accordance with County policy 
end to -et futiae traffic raqui~te. 
Cons auction will be coordillated VS.th tba pbaeed d9'-Slopimot of 
4 tba tlaiv.reity and eurrounding c-ity facilitiae; further, at leHt 
ooa acceH to tba cauipu.e can ba complated by ~ly, 1962, and completion 
of all three road• deecribed barein cau ba caapletad by .July, 1964, if 
required. 
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AYES: SUPEJ.VISORS C. M. NELSON, WM. B. HIRSTEIN, WILLIS H. \.IA!i.N&R, 
WILLIA" J .• PHILLIPS AHi> C. M. FEA?HERLY 
NOES: SUP!RVISCllS 1'att& 
ABSENT: SUPERVISORS 'llCR 
~ ... 
I. L. B. WALi.ACE, County Clark and a-officio Clerk of th• Board 
of SUpervieore of Orange County, California, hereby certify that the 
above and fwegoina Beaolutioa •• duly and regularly adopted by the 
Mid Board at • regular -•tin& thereof bald cm the 26th day of April, 
1960, and pee.ad by • umnimoua vote ot Mid Board. 
I• WIT!IESS Wl!EllCF • 1 baV8 hereunto ••t riry hand and ... 1 thi• 26th 
day of April, 1960. 
L. B. WAUACE 
County Clark and ax-officio Clerk of the Board of 
Supervieore of Ot'&age Couaty, C8li!omia 
BJ , ';:,3:', ' ( · / ' C ;;/. _. / .,- , -/'.,., / Deputy 
2. 
U IT PmTRD U&OLVID t:het thb Board will atudy the ......_t 
of ita Leid UN Orcliuace eo u to provide a "P1-d C-.ud.ty" 
Matrict which would be applied to t:ha tJniwralty c:-mity, in 
accorclauce with required procedurea, provided a ... cer plan for ita 
dfiel~t 1a aubmittecl to &lld -ta the approval of t:ha Orange 
Couaty Pl&Imi>!g c-1.saion &lld the Orange County Board of Super'Viaore. 
AYU: 
SUPaVI5'ltS ~ HBI;~O:~iPh~~~·=~;· WAIUD, 
lllES: SUPBRVIS<llS ltltm 
ABS&m: SUPD.VISms RON! 
STATZ °' 00..l!'ORNIA ~ 
llS. 
COUNl'Y O'/! ORAliCE 
I. L, B, w.u.a, Colmty Clark Cid a-officio Clan of t:ha Board 
of SUpervisors of Orange County, California, hft'eby certify that the 
above CIC! foregoing Resolution vae duly an4 regularly adopted by the 
aa1d Board at a rqular ••tiq thereof held on the 26th day of April, 
1960, aDCI puaad by a UDU1imoua vote of 11aid Board. 
IN 1JITNU8 'WllnEOF, 1 have hereunto aet my lieDd and ... 1 t:hie 
26th da7 of April, 1960. 
By l/ ' .· /.. I 
; 
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RBSOLU'lIO!I liO. ~ ICCPRBSSillJG 'l'HB A'l"lI'l'UDB OF THE CI'l'Y 
COUliCIL or TUB CI'l'Y OF BASTA AHA AlllD 'l'ID POLICY or SAID CI'l'Y AS TO 
AmlBICATIOllTS AllD GIVIliG ASSURARCB 'l'BAT SAlilTA ANA BAS FROM 'l'HB BB-
GIRBING, DOBS NOW AND WILL CONT.LNUALLY DO ALL TIUliOS LAWFULLY IN 
ITS POICD 'rO PROTBCT 'l'ID Il!ITBGRI'l'Y OF TH.B U!IIVDS:I'l'Y or CALIFORNIA 
CAMPUS ARM AND PIUlIPllDAL I.MD, 
1IBDJIP.S, there hu been publ.ic expruaion of the deairabil.-
ity of l.ocating a col.l.eqe or univeraity on the Irvine R&nch Naaa 
aouth ... terl.y of the interaection of Main street and liewport 
Avenue eince the middl.• l.930 'a 'Which waa then urged by aome meaibera 
of the Santa Ana School. Board, by many far-aighted citizena in the 
City and tentativel.y approved by James Irvine, and 
1IBJIRBAS, from th• earl.i .. t diacuaaion of the l.ocation of 
a n- univeraity campus in aaid area Santa Ana haa officially 
expruaed ita duire for such location •• being l.ogical., econom-
~:l. and id-l.l.y aituated to aerve the needs of Southern Cal.ifornia , 
WBBRBAS, the City of Banta Ana ha11 official.l.y axpreaaed 
ita firm intention and d .. ir• to ful.l.y cooperate with the Irvine 
CC111pany and fol.l.ov the requHta and auggutiona of 11aid Company 
in al.l. matter• rel.ating to annexation, devel.opment and uae of any 
of 1ta l.and, and 
1'HDBAB, it he.a traditional.l.y 'been the policy of the City 
of Santa Ana to afford municipal. ••rvicu through annexation onl.y 
to ar ... desiring auch aervicea from the City of Santa Ana, and 
1mDBAB, the City of Santa Ana bel.ievu the area now under 
consideration by the 11niveraity of Cal.ifornia to be the but 
poaaibl.e aite choice for a new l1niver11ity of C&l.ifornia campua 
and Vi9"11 thia ael.ection •• the cul.mination of a Santa Ana plan 
after· more than twenty yeara. 
llJCJW, TBBRU'ORB, BB IT RBSOLVBD1 That the City of Santa Ana 
rHpecta the intention of the Univeraity of C&lifornia and the 
Irvine ccmpany to atudy aaid area and reach any decision Which 
they deem beat auited to aerve the new campus and the aurroundinq 
~- Which wil.l constitute the Univer11ity community and to arrive 
at the moat efficient, economical. and duirabl.e manner of pro-
vidinq neceaaary municipal. aervices to said area by the incorpor-
ation of aaid area as a new and aeparate city, by operating aaid 
•r- under th• 11tewardahip of th• Supe:rvi11or11 of Orange county in 
an unincorporated statua or by annexing 11aid ar- to either of the 
two citi•• qualified and abl.e to provide high qual.ity municipal 
aervicu to said aru. 
BB IT FUll'l'HBR llBSOLVBlh That the City of Santa Ana enter-
tains no interest in annexing any portion of the l.and proposed for 
thia community unl.eaa exprea11l.y invited so to do by the Board of 
Regenta of the University of California and the Board of Director11 
of the Irvin• Company by written communication, dul.y authorized 
by official. action of the governing boards of aaid two o:rsaniza-
tiona, and that th• City Council. of the City of Santa Ana will by 
official. expreaaion resist any uninvited att-pt to annex any of 
aaid l.and by any other city and vil.l. refuae to take any action to 
further any annexation of any of 11aid area except on the official. 
and expruaed requeat u hereinabove aet out. 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA) 
COUNTY OF ORAN GE ) SS 
CITY OF SANTA ANA ) 
I, MARION SUT1NER, Clerk of the Council of the City of Santa Ana, California, 
hereby certify the foregoing Resolution to be a full, true and correct copy of 
Resolution No. 60-77, passed and adopted by the City Council at its meeting held 
the 18th Day of April, 1960, and on record in this office, 
IN WI TNE.S.S WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 21st day of 
April, 1960. 
AllD B& IT PU1'?BBR llSSOLVBD1 That the City of Santa Ana 
'bel.ievu that thi• virgin u- can bellt ••rv• th• peopl.e of thia 
Stat• and County by being adequatel.y pl.anned and r .. tricted in uae 
and deaign before any change in aurface topography or any cOI111truc-
tion ia undertaken or approved and aeeka now onl.y the beat interut 
of the State, the 9reateat aervic• to th• citizena of Southern 
cal.ifornia and the greatest econany to the tax payer• of the State 
in the creation, operation and 11ervicin9 of a -jor n.w campua of 
the Univeraity of Cal.ifornia in the area ·original.l.y ael.ected by 
l.uding citizena of the City of Santa Ana, 
PASSED All1D ADOPTED by th• City Council. Of th• City Of Banta 
Ana at ita requl.ar meeting h•l.d on the l.Sth dayClf April., l.960. 
AT'l'JIST1 
A. A. Hall. 
11ar1on Suttner (SUL) MAYOR 
CLBRK OF TBB COUliCIL 
S'1'ATB or CALIPOR!UA) 
COUNTY OP OllA!IGB ) SS 
CITY or SAlilTA AHA ) 
I, MAJUO!i SU'lTNBR, do herel:ly certify that I am th• Cl.erk 
of the Council. of th• City of Santa AnaJ that th• fo:r:99oing 
Reaol.ution vaa r91Jul.arl.y introduced to ••id council. at ita 
regul.ar meeting h•l.d on th• l.8th day of April., l.960, and va11 at 
aaid _.tin<;J r8<;Jul.arly p&H.0. and adopted by th• fol.l.awin<;J vote, 
to-its 
AYU, C:OUJICILMmfl Royal E, Hubbard, 'Dale H. iieinJ.¥, 
Bob Brewer 1 .l, A, HalJ. 
NOD, COUllCILllDa None 
ABSllllT, COUllCILllDI Stanl.ey C, Gould, Jr, 
Karion Sutt.nsr 
(SUL) C:LDIC OW 'l'ID COtJBCU. 
-2-
CITY OF NEWPORT BEACH 
CALIFORNIA 
April 26, 1960 
Mr. l-lill iam L. Pereira 
William L. Pereira and Associates 
1231 West Fifth Street 
Los Angeles 17 , California 
Dear Mr. Pereira: 
The Council of the City of Newport Beach, on 
April 25, 1960 , adopted the following Minute 
Resolution on motion of Councilman Kenneth C. 
Kingsley, which carried unanimously: 
"RESOLVED, that this Council has no 
intention of annexing any part of 
the University Community." 
Very truly yours, 
City Holl 
3300W. N.-po,.. Bh 
OR. 
~-,.......,.~ 
!1S:em 
Margery Schrauder 
City Clerk 
City of Newport Beach 
cc Mr. William H. Spurgeon, III 
The Irvine Company 
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APPENDIX C 
Non-Annexation Resolutions 
RESOLU'rION NO, 733 
>ll!EREAS, the University of California is contemplating the 
eatablishment of a major new campus of the University on landa presently 
undeveloped and unincorporated in Orange County, which lands are in the 
vicinity of the corporate limite of this city, and 
WKEREAS, araa of approximately 10,000 acres surroundi~ the campus 
will be re<iuired to fulfill the community need• of the Univerei ty, and 
WHEREAS, the Irvine Company, owner of the land and the Univeraity 
ot California, a prospective done• of a portion thereof, are in agreement 
that the land should remain unincorporated until an appropriate future 
date, and 
llRJl:RE1S, during which interim period the :Board of Supervisors 
will maintain atevardahip of tho unincorporated territory, and 
lfHEREAS, the boundaries of thia community have been delineated 
in "A University Campua and Community Study• Phase I report prepared 
for the Irvine Company, 
NOii, THE!lEFORE, Jl~ IT RESOLVlilll that the City of Costa Mesa enter-
tain• no intereot in annexation of any portion of the land described in 
this 00111111unity, and will make every effort t~ resist any future attempta 
at annexation of any portion of auch land unleas the :Board of Regents of 
the University of California and the Board of Directors of The Irvine 
, Company apecifically approve the aonexation, 
PASSED AND ADOPTED this~ day of~· 196o, 
h.~ 
APPENDIX D 
School Districts Resolution 
4 
RESOLUTION OF ORANGE COUNTY COMMITl'EE ON SCHOOL DISTRICT ORGANIZATION 
MASTER PLAN OF SCHOOL DisrRICT ORGANIZATION 
RESOLUTION NO. 1 
WHEREAS the University of California is contemplating the establishment of a 
major new campus of the University on lands presently undeveloped and unincorporated 
in Orange County, and 
WHEREAS the boundaries of this conmruni ty have been delineated in "A Uni ver-
sity Campus and Conununity study" Phase 1 report prepared for The Irvine Company, and 
WHEREAS it has been detennined that this conununity may, as soon as feasible, 
become incorporated and have the full status of a city, and 
WHEREAS a master plan of land uses has been prepared for this community in 
order to assure the development of an integrated, adequate and desirable conununity 
10 surrounding the campus, and 
11 WHEREAS this plan proposes a balance of industrial and commercial uses which 
12 will provide a substantial tax base to support a city school district as well as all 
13 municipal services, and 
14 WHEREAS portions ,of the community are presently split between the Tustin 
15 Union High School and San Joaquin Elementary School Districts, and Santa Pna High 
16 School, Santa Ana Elementary School, and Santa Ana Junior College Districts, and 
17 WHEREAS there is every evidence that a unified school d i strict would most 
18 equitably and reasonably provide for the organization and administration of high school 
19 and elementary schools in this community, 
20 !!OW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that this Conunittee recommends this community 
21 be defined as a "Unified School District" in the forthcoming Master Plan of School Dis-
22 tricts for Orange County, and 
23 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that said camnuni ty shall be included in a junior 
24 college di strict, 
25 Ill WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 22nd day of 
26 April, 196o, 
27 
28 
29 
-~. '/!~ 
*'&"orgerHolden 
Assistant County Counsel 
County of orange 
I 
~.- - ,, ) ,,_ .,. .. , ,_. .. 
Linton T, Simmons 
Secretary, orange County Committee 
on School District Organization 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA) 
COllNTY OF ORANGE ) SS. 
CITY OF COSTA MESA ) 
I, A. C. SllARTZ, City Clerk ot the City ot Costa Mesa, beftbJ' 
certify that the above and foregoing Resolution No. 733 ,.... ~ and regularl;r 
paaaed and adopted cy the City COW!Cil of the City "cf Coata M!!a at a regular meet-
ing tberec:t heJd on the 18th day at ~ril, 196o. 
Ill 'WITllESS Wl!EREOF I bave herewrto set s:t hand and a1'1'1xed tbe 
Seal of tbe C1t:y 01' Costa Mesa this 19th day of April, 19(i0. 
Cit)'Council of the Cit:y of Costa Mesa 
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APPENDIX E 
Phasing Tables 
TABLE 1 
ON-CAMPUS HOUSING 
YE AR: l965 l970 l980 l990 20XO 
Students Including Students Including Students Including Students Including Students Including 
Only Familcies Only Families Only Families Only Families Only Families 
TOTAL STUDENTS: l,5%0 6~%0 l5,0ZO% 20,070% 25,000 % ON CAMPUS: 0 3 3 33-l/3% 
32% Graduate Students 480 l920 4800 6400 8000 
On CamJ;lus 240 770 l600 2l35 2665 
50% Married @ 3.5 l20 420 385 l350 800 2800 l068 3740 l333 4670 
50% Single l20 l20 385 385 800 800 l067 l067 1332 1332 
44% Upper Division 660 2640 6600 8800 11000 
On Campus 330 1050 2200 2930 3685 
25% Married @ 3.0 83 249 264 792 550 l650 734 2200 920 2750 
75'/o Single 247 247 786 786 1650 1650 2196 2196 2750 2750 
24'/o Lower Division 360 1440 3600 4800 6000 
On Campus 180 575 1200 l600 2000 
10'/o Married @ 2.5 18 45 58 145 120 300 160 400 200 500 
90'/o S:i.ngle 162 162 517 517 l08o l080 1440 1440 1800 1800 
100'/o ALL DIVISIONS 
On Campus 
Married 30% 22l 714 
-707 2287 1470 4750 1962 6340 2448 7920 
Single 70% 529 529 1688 l688 3530 3530 4703 4703 5882 5882 
PEOPLE LIVING ON CAMPUS 750 1,.243 2,395 3,975 5,000 8,280 6,665 11,043 8,330 13,802 
TABLE 2 
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING IN COMMUNITY 
YE AR: 1965 1970 1980 1990 20XO 
Principles Including : Principles Including Principles Including : Principles Including Principles Including 
Only Families Only Families Only Families Only Families Only Families 
Married Students 640) 2240) 850) 2950) l070) 3740) Graduate @ 3.5 48) 168) 230) 800) 
Upper Div. @ 3.0 33) 99) l6o) 480) 440) 1320) 590) 1770) 735) 2205) 
Lower Div. @ 2.5 7) 18) 35) 88) 96) 240) 128) 320) 160) 400) 
Total Avg. 3.24 88 285 425 1360 1176 3800 1568 5040 1965 6345 
Single Students 
60) 285) 535) 710) 890) Graduate 
Upper Div. 125) 600) 1100) 1450) 1850) 
Lower Div. 80) 390) 720) 960) 1020) 3760 
Total 265 265 1275 1275 2355 2355 3120 3120 
3760 
Faculty @ 4.o 120 480 168 672 630 2520 763 3052 
840 3360 
(includes singles) 
Non-A<;ademic Staf'f' @ 3.0 268 804 1127 3380 2200 6600 2589 8767 3000 9000 
(includes singles) 
Dwelling Units 
265 425 785 2355 1040 3120 l253 3760 Single @ 3.1 88 l275 
Married 476 l569 1720 5410 4006 l2920 4920 15859 5805 18705 
TOTAL UNIVERSITY ORIENTED 564 l,.834 2,145 6,685 4,791 15, 275 5,960 18,979 7,058 
22,465 
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TABLE 3 
POPULATION IN THE COMMUNITY 
YEAR l965 l970 l980 
ENROLLMENT l500 6000 l5000 
Principles Including Principles Including Principles Including 
Only Families Only Families Only Families 
On-Campus Housing 750 l243 2395 3975 5000 8280 
Married Students 22l) 7l4) 707) 2287) 1470) 4750) 
Single Students 529) 529) l688) l688) 3530) 3530) 
University People in Coilllll.unity 586 l889 2l45 6685 479l l5275 
Married Students 88) 285) 425) l368) n76) ( 3800) 
Single Students llO) 320) 425) 1275) 785) ( 2355) 
Faculty l20) 480) l68) 672) 630) ( 2520) 
Non-Academic Staff 268) 8o4) ll27) 3380) 2200) ( 6600) 
Total University Oriented l336 3l32 454o lo66o 979l 23555 
Coilllllunity Support Personnel 260 1000 l050 4ooo 4750 18000 
Non-University People · in Coilllll.unity 790 3000 2700 lOOOO 
TOTAL POPULATION 5,132 l7,66o 51,555 
OFF-CAMPUS POPULATION l,ll6 3,889 3,885 l3,685 l2,241 43, 275 
TABLE 4 
P H A S I N G I N I N C L U S I 0 N A R E A S 
YEAR 
ENROLLMENT: 
Faculty Total 
4o% in Coilllllunity 
2/3 of above in Incl. Areas 
Staff Total 
4o% in Coilllllunity 
l / 3 of above in Incl. Areas 
Married Students 
On Campus 
Off Campus 
4o% of above in Incl. Areas 
Single Students 
On Campus 
Off Campus 
In Inclusion Areas 
NET ACRES DEVELOPED 
OVER-ALL PERCENTAGE 
GROSS ACRES DEVELOPED * 
l965 1970 l980 
l,500 6,ooo l5,000 
Units Acres Units Acres Units Acres 
300 420 l575 
l20 l68 630 
80 l4 Ac no l9 Ac 420 7l 
670 2817 5500 
268 ll27 2200 
90 9 Ac 380 36 Ac 730 69 
50°/o on Campus 4o°/o on Campus l/3 on Campus 
44o l765 4400 
220 705 l470 
220 l060 2930 
88 6 Ac 425 28 Ac n76 72 
l060 4235 l0600 
530 l690 3500 
530 2545 7l00 
265(1) 4 Ac l275(2) l7 Ac 2355(3) 3l 
33 Ac lOO Ac 243 
9% 27% 67% 
60 Ac l80 Ac 445 
(l) Assuming 50% of those off Campus will live in Community 
(2) Assuming 4o°/o of those off Campus will live in Coilllll.unity 
Ac 
Ac 
Ac 
Ac 
Ac 
Ac 
(3) Assuming 33-1/3% of those off Campus will live in Coilllllunity 
l990 
20000 
Principles Including 
Only Families 
6665 ll043 
1962) ( 634o) 
4703) ( 4703) 
596q l8979 
l568) 504o) 
l040) 3l20) 
763) 3052) 
2589) 8762) 
l2625 30022 
5250 20000 
5300 20000 
70,022 
l6,5l0 58,979 
l990 
20,000 
Units Acres 
l908 
763 
5l0 86 Ac 
6473 
2589 
870 82 Ac 
l/3 on Campus 
5860 
l960 
3900 
l568 l02 Ac 
l414o 
4700 
944o 
3l20(3) 42 Ac 
3l2 Ac 
85°/o 
560 Ac 
* 
INCLUDES ALLOWANCE FOR ROADS, SCHOOLS, NEIGEIDRHOOD SHOPPING, CHURCH GROUPS, ETC. 
20XO 
25000 
Principles Including 
Only Families 
8330 l3802 
2448) ( 7920) 
5882) ( 5882) 
7058 22465 
l965) ( 6345) 
l253) ( 3760) 
84o) ( 3360) 
3000) ( 9000) 
15388 36267 
6600 25000 
7900 30000 
9l,267 
2l,558 77,465 
20XO 
25,000 
Units Acres 
2l00 
840 
560 95 Ac 
7500 
3000 
lOOO 95 Ac 
l/3 on Campus 
7355 
2448 
4907 
l965 
l7645 
5885 
n760 
3760(3) 
l30 Ac 
50 Ac 
370 Ac 
lOO'J(, 
660 Ac 
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APPENDIX F 
Utilities Report 
Bot/e 
ENGINEERING ARCHITECTS • ENGINEERS 
• 
SUITE 331. SPURGEON BUILDING • SANTA ANA. CALIF0i1NIA • l<IMBE.RLY 7.4471 
William L. Pereira & Associates 
1231 West 5th Street 
Los Angeles 17 , California 
Gentlemen: 
May 6, 1960 
Pursuant to your request I wish to advise that this office 
has made an engineering study as to the availa bility of public utilities to 
serve the proposed University of California site lying generally northeast-
erly of MacArthur Boulevard and San Joaquin Road. 
Based upon our investigation and through conference with 
representatives of the respective utility ~ompanies, it has been indicat.ed . 
that as the demands for service grow during the development of the University 
site, adequate utilities would be provided the University site at not expense 
to .the University. Letters from the respective utility companies are atto.ched 
~~;'i~:fe~~~ :~:he 1~ ~~i: :~!\~jra':i~g ~ith raspect to each of the required 
Sout hu n California Edison Company 
The proposed University site lies within the area served 
with power by the Southern Colifornia Edison Company. Proper .authorities 
of the Southern California Edison Company were contacted relative to the 
extension of adequate service to the University site in accordance with the 
tentative development program of the Uni versity and adjacent lands. During 
this conference, the representatives indicated that full cooperation would be 
extended to the University development in order to provide proper and ade-
quate facilities to meet their needs. Subsequent thereto a letter was trans-
mitted to this office confirming their position relative to the extension of 
their facilities. 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES 
William L. Pereira & Associates -3 May 6, 1950 
On April 8, 1960, Mr". Diemer, Chief Engineer and Gen-
'1cl Manager of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, 
prepared a report setting forth pertinent information relative to the construc-
tion of this line. This report has been received by the Board of Directors of 
the Orange County Municipal Woter District and at present said report is 
under study by this District. It is felt that in the immedi ate future, the 
problems relative to the construction of this transmission main will be 
resolved and steps will be taken to prepare the plans and specifications 
necessary to construct sai d facilities. However, the present timetable 
indi cates that water from these facilities will not be available until some-
time in 19·52 at the earliest and since the proposed University site has no 
water rights in the Orange County Feeder in the immediate vicinity of said 
site an interim source of supply will be required. 
Based upan this, representatives of The Irvine Compony 
~~:s:~~ld:~::~~dt~a; ~~:a~~:;l~~:n!; b~c~~~J b~ 11~: (;~~~~~:i~yUf~;~~sity , 
interim water supply until a firm supply is furnished through the Metropolitan 
Water District facilities. Based upon this, we have investigated the wells 
proposed to be used for said interim supply to the Uni versity site. Records 
were obtained from The Irvine Company relative to the capacity ratings of 
~bl;. 0'.:1~h;~~he1r/;:Ja~: 1 i1: :1d ;~:~~t;~a~:t~~=~\c~~e~nth1~:~;,;~;;u lt~ai !-
thereof are indicati ve of the quantity and quality of water to be deri ved 
from the wel Is and therefore have based my conclusions thereon. However, 
at prese nt additional pumping tests are being performed and chemical anal-
yses will be made of the supply. At the time of this writing, this current 
data is not available therefore the conclusions contained herein ore based 
upon the earlier tests . The total pumping capacity of the wells is in excess 
of 2400 gallons per minute which is more than adequote to serve the antici-
pated growth of the University area during this interim period. The water 
quality, based upon the data available, indicates that the water produced 
~i';'~j ;;~:~ .. l~bl~:l~;;;?tii~;~i !~m!~d 0~~:jd s~:n~~~~p:~U:r;~r %~:~tic 
water use . 
With respect to the sanitary aspects of said supply, inas-
much as these wells are presently used for irrigational purposes , certain 
modification to the wells wil I be necessary in order to meet the requirements 
of the Caunty and State health authorities; however, we feel these will be 
;~;~r ~p e:a:hr:f ~h~ :.:dr:~: :: ;:rf~~::d ab;~h:a~~~th;r~02:i'N~r~i~ Edis~n 
Company, as well as a tabulation of the chemical anal yses of the supply, 
are attached hereto. 
BO YL E ENGINEERING 
William L. Pereira & Associates -2 May 6, 1960 
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company 
Re presentati ves of the Pacific Telephone and Tel egraph 
Company were contacted relati ve to the availability of service and it was 
indicated that provided proper advance notice was furnished to their com-
pany, adequate ove rhead facilities could be extended into the area at no 
cost to the University; howeve r, should under~round service be required, 
this would be at the expense of the University. As in the case of the 
Southern California Edison Company, representatives of the Pacific Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company indicate that every effort will be made to 
cooperate to the fullest extent with the University in their planned develop-
ment program. They emphasized the fact that any advance detail planning 
of the University complex should be coordinated with their company in order 
that adequate facilities may be provicied in advance of their needs. A 
letter confirming their general position is attache~ hereto. 
Southern Counties Gas Company 
The Southern Counties Gas Company wil I serve natural 
gos to the University site at nocost to the University. In a conference with 
~h~~etsh;t~~~~~ c~ ;~;e~~iu:;~:nb;:edn~i;~n ~:sm~~d~nJ' ;e~e~t0~!Jidc\:~t=~tob-
l ished by the Gas Company during the month of April, 1960, further fixes 
this procedure. However, it was their opinion that past experience of the 
Company in serving developments of this type would warrant the extension 
of their facilities at no cost to the University. This position was further 
confirmed in a letter submitted by their representatives. 
Domestic Water Supply. 
All of the property proposed for the University site lies 
within the boundaries of the Orange County Municipal Water District. 
This District is a member district of the Metropolitan Water District and is 
entitled to use the Metropolitan woter supply presently serving Orange 
County. However, in order to serve this particular area, it will be neces-
sary to construct a line to connect to the Lower Feeder at Carbon Canyon. 
During the past several months there has been considerable acti vity in 
connection with the development and construction of this vitally important 
transmission main. 
BOYLE ENGINEERING 
William L. Pereira & Associates -4 May 6, 1960 
Sanitary Sewerage Facilities 
In our previous letter to you during the preporation of 
the'Preliminary report, we set forth certain information relative to the 
availability of sanitary sewerage facilities through County Sanitation Dis-
trict No. 5 and County Sanitation District No. 7 of Orange County. The 
basic information contained therein is still applicable to the availability of 
sewerage facilities to the University site. However, since the preparation 
of the letter to you dated September 21, 1959, Sanitation District No. 7 
has entered into certain agreements with the Costa Mesa Sanitary District 
and with The Irvine Company for the construction of portions of the trunk 
facilities as set forth in the Engineer's Report dated lv'tarch 1, 1960. These 
agreements provide for the construction of a portion of the Gisler-Red Hil I 
Trunk to MacArthur Boulevard and the construction of the MacArthur Boule-
vard Trunk souther! y to the extension of Birch Street. 
Plans and specifications for these facilities have been 
completed and contracts awarded for the construction thereof. Soid facil-
ities presently are under construction and will be completed in the immediate 
future. Bosed upon this and in accordance with the letter transmitted to you 
previously from County Sanitation District No. 7, sanitary sewerage facilities 
will be available to the Uni versity site through County Sanitation District No.7 
of Orange County. 
In summary, it is our opinion that all of the principal 
utilities will be available to the University site at no expense to the Univer-
sity and that said facilities will be adequate to serve their needs . 
EHF:jm 
En cs 
3+ 
Very truly yours, 
BOYLE ENGINEERING 
~/(2-,,& 
Edwin H. Finster, 
Division Manager 
BOYLE EN G IN EER IN G 
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SOUTHERN CALIFOR~IA EDISON COMPANY 
Santa Ana, California 
April 26, l~O 
1;illiam L. Pereira and Associates 
1231 W. Fifth Street 
Los Angeles 17, California 
Gentlemen: 
Re: University of California Site 
s/o San Joaquin Road, e/o 
l1acllrthur Blvd., Orange County 
We are pleased to assure you that "" have an adequate supply of 
power available to provide service to the proposed University of 
California site, located east of MacArthur 3oulevard, between 
Santa Ana ani Newport Beach. Thi• particular site is in an 
excellent position from a power supply stanipoint, being located 
approximately midway between our Crown and ? airview 66/12 KV sub-
stations. 
:Sased upon information available on the size of this development, 
and assu.'lling you desire overhead service, there should be no 
question that "e will be able to provide electrical service to 
the site without charge to tre University. 
If the applicant specifies an underground line extension, then such 
underground extension is made by the Edison Company at the appli-
cant's expense. 
\·is trust this provides you with the information you require; 
however, if additional information is necessary we shall be happy 
to explain the matter further at your convenience. 
Very truly yoors , 
SOlJTruRi·: CALIFORJHA i':DISON COH?!U!Y 
Pater Woods 
Area Power Engineer 
P~~ :an 
SOUTHERN COUNTIES GAS COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA 
ORANCECOUl'ITYDIVISIOH • P. 0 . Bo11lli • SANTA AHA, CALIFORNIA ~~ ... 
________ , .. ~~.:'}-· -----------------
JUSTl"M.KEKliEOY 
Ohi:l.1011 M111111r 
William L. Pereira & Aesoc. 
1231 1-'est 5th Street 
Loa Angeles 17, Galifornia 
May 5, 1960 
The proposed University ie in s.n excellent location in regard to 
adequate supplies of natural gas. Beeides the normal distribution 
system supplying the homes in the adjacent ares. and proposed Collins 
Radio, a 24 inc.h high pressure line runs along the Orange County 
Airport, \lbich assures natural gs.a in any amount that might be re-
quired by the Univereity and aesociated projects. 
No charge vill be made by our Company to supply the University if 
sufficient usage of natural gs.a is specified vhen construction is 
started. 
We vant to help to bring this University to Orange County and vill 
aasist in any manner possible. 
Please contact us vhen the project develops so that ve co:n assist 
~~u f!~i~~!~:~ning terminal points of service and proper sizing 
Cordially yours, 
~ ·c:.Y.":-0.,,~ ' ' 
M. W. Hutchison 
Architect Representative 
THE PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
Wel 1 No. 
Location 
Capacity 
114 South Main Street 
Santa Ana, California 
May 6, 1960 
lim. L. Pereira & Associates 
1231 \lest 5th Street 
Los Angeles, California 
Gentlemen: 
This refers to your request for a statement relative to 
extending telephone service to the proposed site for the 
llni versi ty of California located east of MacArthur 
Boulevard and south of San Joaquin Road on the Irvine 
Ranch property. 
The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company undertakes 
to furnish various classifications of telephone service 
llithin· this proposed area. Service llill probably be 
furnished from the Santa Ana exchange and possibly the 
Newport Beach exchange. Service '!111 be available to 
all applicants "ho order service at regularly established 
rates and charges in accordance lli th the rules and 
regulations applicable thereto, as set forth in the 
Company's effective Tariff Schedules on file llith the 
Public Utilities Commission of the State of California. 
Yours truly, 
fi~{0J,*H!.'\ 
Manager 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
DOHEST IC WAT.ER SUPPLY 
LOCAL IRVINE COMPANY WELLS 
PER IRVINE RECORDS 
15 98 
Paularlno Old 
and Catt le 
Santa Ana Ranch 
597 G. P .11. 847 G. P.H. 
102 
S/0 Lane 
E/O Red Hill 
598 G.P.M. 
Date of Chemical Test 6/16/55 9/27/50 6/22/55 
Calcium ) 
) 
Hagnesl um ) 
Sodium 142 190 131 
Carbonate 18 16 
B 1 carbonate 252 183 209 
Chlorl de 92 159 65 
Sulphate 31 37 25 
Boron o. 2 0.35 
pH 8 . 4 8.45 8.95 
Tota I So 11 ds 525 591 450 
63 
San Joaquin 
and 
Lane 
419 G.P.H. 
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v 
August 18, 19,?2 
Mr. R. E. Bacon 
Santa Ana, Calif. 
Subject: THE IRVINE CO., Plant #15 
On July 21, 1952, a test was made on the above deep well pumping 
plant. The following information was obtained: 
EQUlPHENT 
Pump: Peerless, No. 37462 
Motor: Westinghouse, No. 445, HP 30, Volts 44o, 
Amps 35 . 5, Phase 3, RPM 1770 
Meter: #33-3357 
TEST RESULTS 
Pumping water leve 1, In ft. 
Discharge head, In ft. 
Total head, In ft. 
Capac I ty 1 n GPM 
Miner 1 s inches 
KW Input to motor 
HP do 
Overall plant efficiency 
KWH per acre ft. 
Acre ft. pumped per 24 hrs . 
Percent of fu 11 load to motor 
Measured voltage 
Measured amperes 
Power factor 
Measured s peed of pump RPM 
104.5 
27.7 
132. 2 
597 . 
66.:> 
25.1 
33.6 
59.2% 
228. 
2.639 
99% 
452. 
35 .8 
88.7% 
1768. 
At the time the above test results were obtained, the customer 1 s 
Sparling meter #6258 Indicated a capacity of 78.3 M.I. 
F. H·. COOVER 
Hydraulic Engineer 
f. 
0 
-p 
-Y. 
Hr . J. A. Long 
District Manager 
Santa Ana, Ca 11 forn la 
Subject: The I rvl ne Co. 
Plant No. 98 
October 1, 1958 
On September 26, 1958 a test was mde on a deep wel 1 turbine pump for the 
above customer . The following Information was obtained: 
Pump : Peerless, No . 150410 
Motor : U.S., No. 8761 IO; HP 60, 
Volts 440, Amps 74.5 
Heter: I rvl ne Co. 
TEST RESULTS 
Standing Water Level , Ft. 
Drawdown, Ft. 
Pumping Water Leve 1, Ft. 
DI scharge Head, Ft. 
Total Head, Ft. 
Capac 1 ty GPH 
GPH Per Ft. Drawdawn 
Miner's Inches 
KW Input to Motor 
HP Input to Motor 
Over-al 1 Plant Efficiency 
KWH Per Acre Ft. 
Acre Ft. Pumped Per 24 Hours 
Mo tor Load 
Measured Voltage 
Heasu red Speed of Pump RPM 
Spar! Ing Heter Capacity GPH 
75.8 
38.6 
114.4 
34.7 
149. 1 
847 . 
21.9 
94. l 
48. 7 
65.3 
48.9% 
312. 
3. 744 
96.% 
465 . 
1176 . 
827. 
The above results Indicate this pump is operating at law efficiency. We would 
recommend the customer contact h 1 s pump contractor wl th regard to lmprovl ng the 
efficiency of this plant. 
RTS/ls 
R. T. SI ddoway 
Agrl cul tura 1-lndustrl a 1 
Test Supervisor 
Hr. J. A. Long 
D1 s tr i ct Hanager 
Santa Ana, California 
Subject: The Irvine Co. 
October 1, 1958 
S/0 Lane Rd., E/0 Red Hi 11 
Plant No . 63 
On September 26, 1958 a test was made on the above deep wel I turbine pump. 
The fol lowing information was obtained: 
Pump : Peer less, No. (No Plate) 
Motor: G.E . , No.NF678205 1, HP 30, 
Vol ts 440 , Amps 3 7 
Heter : 138-1258 
TEST RESULTS 
Standing Water Leve I, Ft. 
Drawdown, Ft. 
Pumping Water Level, Ft . 
Discharge Head, Ft. 
Total Head, Ft. 
Capacity GPH 
GPH Per Ft. Drawdown 
Miner 1 s Inches 
KW Input to Heter 
HP Input to Ho tor 
Over-al 1 Plant Efficiency 
KWH Per Acre Ft. 
Acre Ft. Pumped Per 24 Hours 
Heter Load 
Heasured Voltage 
Heasu red Speed of Pump RPM 
Master-Flo Heter Capacity GPH 
72. 0 
39. 0 
111.0 
3.0 
114.0 
419 . 
10 . 7 
46.6 
17 .9 
24.0 
50.4% 
232 . 
1. 852 
70. % 
469. 
1773. 
464. 
The above results Indicate this pump is operating at low efficiency. We would 
recommend the customer contact hi s pump contractor with rega rd to improving 
the efficiency of this pumping plant . 
RTS/ls 
c 0 
p 
y 
R. T. Siddoway 
Agri cul tura 1-lndustria 1 
Test Supervisor 
October 1, 1958 
Hr. J. A. Long 
District Manager 
Santa Ana, Cal lfornia 
Subject: The Irvine Co. 
S/0 Lane Rd., E/ 0 Red HI 11 
Plant No. 102 
On September 25, 1958 a test was made on the above deep wel 1 turbine pump. The 
fol l ow ing Information was obtained: 
RTS/1 s 
Pump : Peerless, No. 159368 
Motor: G. E., No. OKJ121009, HP 50, 
Vol ts 44o, Amps 62 
Heter : 33-3636 
TEST RESULTS 
Standing Water Level, Ft. 
Drawdown, Ft. 
Pumping Water Level, Ft. 
Discharge Head, Ft. 
Tota 1 Head, Ft. 
Capac I ty GPH 
GHP Per Ft. D rawdown 
Hiner 1 s Inches 
Kw Input to Ho tor 
HP Input to Motor 
Over-al 1 Plant Efficiency 
KWH Per Acre Ft. 
Acre Ft. Pumped Per 24 Hours 
Motor Load 
Measured Voltage 
Measured Speed of Pump RPM 
Sparl Ing Heter Capac! ty GPH 
58.4 
153.0 
211.4 
1. 2 
212 . 6 
598. 
3 . 9 
66.4 
37.4 
so. l 
. 64.1 % 
340 . 
2.643 
88.% 
486. 
1782. 
643. 
R. T. SI ddoway 
Agrl cu 1tura1-lndustria 1 
Test Supervisor 
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Campus Program 
INTRODUC'f IOU: 
PRET.ntINARY PHOGRAH FOR C:t.l'tl'US DEVELOPMENT 
25H - Irvine Campur., Oranr.c County 
Fcbru~ry 29, l 96ll 
In order to guide the fin.'.lliz.ition of campus boundarico and the pro.1cctcd 
Univcrt:ity Camnunity Plan, it is necc~rn.:iry to develop realintic lnnd-use plana for 
the C.'.lD'lpULi proper. 
Thi:; proy,r.lln has been developed for such purpooc:; only. An effort has 
hccn mndc to phrnsc the prograr.i within the Urond concepts net forth in the Prclimina1:y 
Academic Plan £01: the Univcroity of Californiu , dated June, 19~9. While this plo.n 
leaves the door open to 11 cxµcrimentnl proer:unc i.n educntiou," the program is stated 
in tcrma of the conventi.unul Univercity of Californiu pattern. 
Aro ch.:mr.c omd cro\lth .i.re inherent charactcriaticli of :>. University. l.and ·· 
unc pllttern:; r.hould he conceived to accorrno<l:1te a wide vuricty of plan oolutions 
and to pcn:1it flexibility throur,hout the ycarr. of Univnr!lity r.i·owth and development. 
SUHHARY OF l'RUGR/\H 
Nonrc!;idcntial fiuilding H.cqui.rernentn 
Sub tee t Field Gro!JG Building Arca 
Biological Sciences 
H.othem:>.tical Sciences 
1Physical ScicnccG 
Engineerinp, Scif!nccs 
Social Scicncc!I 
Arts ( Includinn Arc hi tee tu re, City Planning & Hudc) 
La.ngu:igc::;· and Literature 
Profe::;::;ions (except tho:-:e included el~cuherr.) 
(c.u.: Law 125,UOO 
nur.inccc 150 ,ooo 
Public Jlcal th 
or • lUO ,000 
Home Econanic::; 
Educ'1tion 100 ,000 
Journalism 
Socin.l Work 
(Sec Exhibit A attached for basis of estimation) 
Sub Total 
Physical Education-Military Science 
Hen (including Military Science) 
Woo1en 
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365 ,ooo 
113,000 
757,600 
9711,60u 
392,600 
335 ,000 
232. 300 
&21.,500 
250 ,000 
150 ,000 
3, 796,600 
(u) The undcrBro.duate rccidcncc hath; wj LL cunsi::it of a voriety of types. 
l'rcd01Uinantly they will be /~ uni t e of 200 each :;crvcd by n dining t;:ununon s 
for the group. Thcr.e hallo r.hould be located \.If. thin u 15-minute walk 
from the acndCGtic center of the carr.pu:;, closely related to recreation 
fields and the college town a.n<l readily acccasible fran public :::treets. 
(b) The gr.aduate :::tudcnt rcddoncc faciliticn will llc of oingle rocm deGign 
with modest central lounge anJ no dining facilities to acconnoJ:itc those 
more oa.turc c tudentr. not wiohinr. to participate in the highly-devel:opcd 
social orgnnizo.tion of the undercraduo.te halls. These may be located on 
tho periphery or perho.p!l ad .1:>.cent to graduate ochools. 
(c) Harried ctudcnt housing will consict of coamunities ranging froin two to 
300 fmnily dwelling unite, each '11th ito ccmnunity recreation hall and 
child plny fnciliticc. Although vithin W'1lking distanc<i from the campuR, 
cloae proximity to public schoolo, chopping facilitiec, .and .Public tr.ans-
portution ir. desirable. 
(d) A Univcr::;ity houne for official rc:Jidcnce and entertaining \.111.l be re-
quired. 'fhc facility ohould afford adequate privacy for nornnl family 
life and yet be readily acce!;:Jiblc for official functionc. 
2. Non Univcrcity-Opcrntcd llouoing Facility. 
(a) Frntemities, !lororitieo, co-operutives, boarding hour.CG, etc., for single 
otudcnta :>.re anticipated to a.cccmnodo.tc sane 7 ,000 ningle students within 
the Univoroity C°""'unity. TI1c bulk of these should be within a 15-minutc 
walk to the academic center of the c~pus. Provioion ohould be made for 
60 to 75 ouch unit• to house "" nvcrn&e of 75 e'1ch. (An allavoncc of 1 
Acre per unit should be ndequntc, incluJinll off-ctrcct pnrking.) 
(b) Apartments unite to accamo.odatc ' some 5,000 married students arc antici-
pated within the University Town. 
(c) Faculty and non-academic staff will not be houGed on campus. It is 
ceti.m.Atcd thnt the faculty will number SOlne l,900 and the non-o.ca.demic 
cmployee!I will number ;:around 6,000. It io cstim.3tcd that SO?: of the 
total eta.ff will be a.ccamiodatcd within the Univcroity Town. 
C. Parkins Requirements 
(a) Faculty nnd Staff 
(b) Camutcr Students 
(c) Single Student• in Residence 
(d) H4rried Students 
(e) Total 
No. of Spa.cos 
7,900 
5,000 
7,500 
~
22. 200 
1:1 
1:2 
1:1.75 
1:1 
(a) Distributed to be vithin 4 to 5-minute owallt from principal place of vorlt. 
(b) Aasumec 507: of ccmuter student• using privAte autos . Locate within 10-
m.inutc valk fran academic center. 
-l-
Library Central 
Undc r ;!r.lduntc 
Audi toi:ium .'.lUJ Thea trc 
Admini!itration 
1,uu,000 
15n,1H10 
Student Union and Cafctc1· i ~ i (includinr, alumn!) 
Faculty Center 
Student llcal th Ccntl!r 
Maintenance and Service Plaut 
Univcrnity Prc:;o .lnd Gcntrnl Stora~c 
Uni vcrc i ty Ex.ten:; ion 
550 ,OlJU 
100,000 
· 200 ,t>UO 
300 ,ouo 
50,000 
60 ,000 
125,000 
100 . 000 
___ 60_,ooo 
Sub Total l ,9'>5,000 
Total b:wic nonreoidential building area J...741,_~ sq.ft . grace 
Provloion should .:ilno be mndc for outdoor .:rnscmbly :>.ml pcrfon1 .:incc 
facilitic~. ;md a cmnpus reci·eation center, inclu<ling club houlic, pitch nnd put 
golf, swinmine pool, tennis court~:, etc. 
Allowances for Unknown t>cvclopmcntu 
It i:; prob.ahle, i f nut ine vitable, th,,t tc.:.ichinc :>.nd rcsc ~1rch unit!; of 
!:ome currently unvicwablc nature will evolve. Fnci.litieo for :.uch cvcntu.,l.it1.cG 
could range from hir,h qu:>.lity requiring e.:l&y public accecr;, to light indu!Jtri.:il 
with good :.crvicc accecs anJ minimum intcrfcrr. ncc \.lith neichborhootl. 
To p1·ovi<lc for auch f.acilitic::; at thi:: time, the following :>.re requ1.rcd 
as a minimum: 
l. ·rwo twenty-acre nitcs \lith i·eacou:iblc acce:.a; from core of campur. 
!~~c~~~vcrsity public .:;nd rcndy, nonintcrfcring, general public 
2. 100-a.crc uite for grocr. rccearch facilitic:i, including come outdoor 
:~~!:!~ies, acccsciblc fran general cwnpuc and providing good service 
3. 75-100 acre site for Biological and Health Sciences instruction 
and research, or equivalent. 
Refer to the Facility Relntion::;hip Diagro.rn oittachcd a::; Exhibit B for 
desirable relationships and intcr:>.ction potcntioils . 
B. Residential Requircmenta 
l. Although it io anticipated that development of the :iu1·rounding property will 
provide greater- th:>.n-nonna.l :1tu<lent hou~:ing, the campua plan ::;hould provide 
for the follouing tlniveroity-opernte<l ntudcnt hou::iinc f;,icilitici;: 
Un<lcrgr:>.du.ate Recidcnce Halle 
Graduate Student Residence 
H.11~ricd Student Aparbncnte . 
3 ,OUO to 
500 to 
1,600 to 
4,000 
700 
1,600 
15 to 40 
3 to 7 
55 to 90 
*(Provides r;:mge of <lensi ti cc to pcnnit vnriety of solutions. Excludca access 
roads, parking, plnyficld!i, :md catrnunity facilities,) 
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(c) Locate within 10-minutc walk of residence. 
(d) One cp'1CC per unit at reoidencc. If housing unite beyond wnlking dio tancc 
from caarpun, add 1 space per 2 6tudcntc to central campus p:irking. 
(c) Aooumcd generous enough for vicitor load. 
Vchiculnr circulntion chould be nrrnngcd to minimize conflict with 
pedestrian trnffic. No public traffic should be allowed through the central 
campue. 
D. Athletic Fields and Courtc 
Approximately 80 acrco in confomancc with Exhibit I! attached. Facilities 
for teaching (!30 acrec) should be adjacent to gymnaoin. Rccrc4tional facilities 
and courtc ohould be dicperccd 01Dong rcoidcncc facilities. In addition to the 
above, a bo11t house and crew abed should be provided, readily acceosible from. the 
ccmpua. A UnivcToity recreational center should be provided to include golf, 
eViaaing, tcnnio, and club hou•e. 
E. Landoco.pe Development 
In addition to tho planting requil·cd for aesthetic purposes, a botanical 
garden of same 3-10 acres is required. 
F. Nonreoidcntinl Ancillary Facilities 
1. Beyond the privately-cupportcd housing facilities noted above, provicion 
should be mode to accar.modatc oocial and church organizationo and clubs which 
are denircd in close proximity to the campuu for eaoe of acceec by campus 
public (cc tim4ted 20 to 25 unite avernning l acre l:ind). 
2. Camercial Focilitieo: 
It vould appear that one or more c .. puo-oricnted ccmnercial ceotcre could 
justify 50 to 75 ocrea of land adjacent to th• cmpua. The proper area and 
distribution in cubject to further ctudy of c.-unity rcquirenentl. It vould 
be preferable if the cc:maercial center vas of "diotrict" type rather than 
"regionol" in character to avoid exc.caoive traffic movement around the ·c8mpu•. 
R.. J. Evon& 
2-29-60 
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EXHIBIT A DES-600302 
ESTIMATED BU/Lil/NO SPACE FOil l/j:; rnuCTIONAL llEPAIHMENTS OF A 25 ,000- STUDEtfl' CAMPUS 
Computed for l\v ,?rDgc of Berke ley and Los Anuclcs Uis t ribu1· i ons of FTE Student s i n 
Fa ll, 19~i 8~ Ex cludin g A ~ Jri c ulturc, r1iy s i c .il Edu cut i on, .Jnc1 the Military Sciences . 
l3a sed on n cstu<ly 5°1' irnd;Jrcl !> 1 plu !i th o t o l l nwin !J additional i:31 lowuncos : b 
Offi ces f o r postdoc "torotc rc~ c.Jr c h f P. 1 lows, v i!:ii1'iny schol<Jrs, cJnd emeriti st a f f 
ti t 2~ CI>f f~csi udy ~ -hmdnr d!. f o r uc otl<..•m i c o i f i c cs. 
Resear c h labs for pos ·lcJod<1rutu re search t e l lows, visitin9 scholars, und emeriti 
stat f at lo,I of Hestudy stlln clllrds for s"ti:d f rcsc<Jrch I obs. 
A 11 types of spocc for or9011 i zed ""d other cxtrt'muro I research ct vor ious 
pcrccn'tages of tot a I Restudy stcJndurds, ron !J i ng from ~ tor thu arts (inc I ud i nri 
arch i tecturo), I an9uil9es and I i tcr ., turo, ond such profess i on5 as education, 
journul ism, luw, arid I ibr<Jriilnship, throuuh ltJ.' for the mothcmutici:11 ond socivl 
sciences, l~ for mo5t bioloq icill scienc0s ( 20';( for some), and 2(.);I tor the 
phys i co I sci enc cs, t o 2~ fur the ong i neer i n9 sci cnccs. 
I nforma I seminar rooms for students am.I stuff at 20 ASF per FTE tacu I 1y member . 
Assumes the tollowin9 s1ucJcnt-fuculty ratio5: 
Lower div i 5 ion: 30 FTE students per FTF tacu I ty momber; 
Upper division: 12 FTE s t udents per FTE faculty member; 
Graduate division: 8 FTE st udents per FTE foc ulty member . 
In the tnblc, "FTC means ful 1-timQ-equivulcnt-student instructional load, 
11 ASF" means assiqn.1hle square fee·I of bui ldin ~1 spoce, ond 
"GSF" means gross s quare toet of hui ldinq space, 
essumi ng ASF ~ GO.' of . G:;F. 
UCB DISTflll3UTION 01' FTE<l OCLA UI STillllUTION OF FTEd AVEilAGEc 1\VEHAG~i 
LEVEL c ASF TOTAL A~F TOTAL TOTf,L TOTAL FTE PER FTE rrn ASF GSF 
FT g ASF FT g ASF 
B /OL(X;ICAL SCI ENGES ( ln~r~~l~8iP~m~i~~h~n~t UCB)h 
Lower 604 66 39,900 4:?> 66 28, 700 34,300 57 ,200 
Upper 606 10"/ 64,800 477 107 51,000 57 ,900 96,500 
Grad. 
_R2 280 l&:im ?.Al 280 
.-1.LlQQ ll.QQQ 211 700 Total 1,836 (153) 280,000 1,193 . (l:l3) 158,400 219,?.00 365,400 
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 
Lower 760 22 16, 700 613 22 13,500 15,100 25,200 
Upper 337 36 12,100 349 36 12,600 12,400 20, 700 
Gred. 
_§Q§_ 84 ~ 360 84 ~ _.1Q,fil>Q -21...]QQ Total 1, 703 (47) 79, 700 1,322 (43) 56,300 68,100 113,600 
PHYS /CAL SCIENCES 
Lower 1,573 GB 107 ,ooo 1,040 68 70, 700 88,900 148,200 
Upper 606 119 72,100 526 119 62,600 67 ,400 112,300 Gred. l..M 292 ;m.d.QQ __fil@ <!92 m..122 ~ 497 300 Tatel 3,540 ( 1G3) 571;,500 2,249 (140) 332, 700 454, 700 757' 800 
ENG I NEER I NG SC I ENCE> 
Lower 307 172 52,800 129 172 22,200 37 ,500 62,500 Upper 1,370 218 7.98,700 1,064 ?.18 232,000 265,400 442,300 
Grad. 
--1!.Q2 394 
.mL.1.QQ _g£ 394 245 100 
.?.ll..2QQ 469 BOO Total 2,486 (270) 670,200 1,815 (275) 499,300 584,AOO g"/4,600 
SOCIAL SCIENCES (Including Psychology and Phi losophy)h 
Lower 2,284 24 54,800 2,198 24 52,800 53,800 89, 700 
Upper 1,972 36 71,000 2,571 36 92,600 81,800 136,300 
Gred. ~ 80 .lli...fillQ ~ uo ~ .!QQ...l.QQ !.22...MlQ Tatel 5, 791 (43) 248,GOO 5, 737 (39) 222, 000 235, 700 392,800 
(Conti nueu on next page) 
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:J - Parenthcl ical t i ~1urc~ in co lLHrns 2 iJnd ~;;ire we i'Jh"tc d nveril ~JC' S c omputed by 
div i ti i n1 tntn I ASF by 1·ot.J I F TF--° ; here inc I ud e c.t on I y a s a matter o f pas s ing 
int erest in t he c:nn!iidcru bl e differences between ov er-al I UCB ilnd UCLA sp\lcc 
s tundnrds rc!>u11 inl) en t irely from the differenc es i11 "student mix 11 (the !:itudeni-
facul1y ru t ios and space s t rrndards llore ilppl icc.t to the individu<il love ls of 1·hc 
individual subject t iclds being identical tor the two curnpu!> es). 
h- FTE number s have been 1".:.ibuliltod in colu1r.ns 1 und i1 in ilccordunce with the 
stondard classitica1 ion of .a!.!!U.g.£!. .!..L£.!.!!f>. (not cotQgories of space standards), 
os dovelopod by tho 11 UC-Oig Ten Study" nnd used in t he U11iversity 1 s bui ldin9-
spoce rocords, except as here pnronth~· 1 icn I ly noted. (Based on DES-591017 .1 
and -~91017 .2 in above-mentioned tN\P '.; working tiles.) Thero ore, in fact, u 
few unnoted excoptions-- i . o., Chemical En1Jin0cring Dt lXE is here included in 
PhysicCJI Science5 1 C1nd llomo Economics \lnd Nutrition at both LCB and l.ICLA in 
Arts. The unit areas in co I umns 2 CJnd S tlre tho5e app Ii c ab Io to departments 
clcssitied as boing in the indicated c;:i-tcgories so for as subject !.l.tlQ. is 
concerned . The instuncos in whi c h corrt>inoi iC'ns of two spilce standards arc 
applied in conncc1 ion wi t h 1hc U11iversi1 y 1 !> bui ldinri pro9ram--for example, 
Psychology--aro, 1herct ore, i9nored i n the Cillculutions in this tablo; 
Consequen t ly, tile t()tnl t loor urcus here compu t ed for the Social Sci onces 
shuu Id be greater {by perhaps as n:uch .:is l~), a I tllough the effect on 
subject-tiold totills gcn r:orally is compilr.:l ·liv e ly so SrMll as to bn negligible 
for the over-ul 1-planninry pur·poscs of this 'i" CJh l e. 
i- Of the ~uliject fields in tho sfondard clas!:iificil ·I i r.n, Protcssion!:i, only 
Busi ncss [Adm in i s1 ra1 i r:n], t:ducu·t ion [ inc I ud i ng Ous i ness Education], Journa I ism, 
Law, Socicl Work ( i. e., Soc iol Welfare), Criminology, anp Librcricn!:ihip arc 
here represented. Arch i tccture, r. i ·1 y and Heg i ono I PI ann i ng, Landscape Arch i -
tecturo, and Home Econo111 i cs ~nd Nutri t ion ilrc here inc I uded with the Arts 
(Art, Dramll [ includino Theater Arto], and ~ '.u~ic), nnd (UCB only) Nursing, 
Optometry, nnd Pub Ii c Ilea Ith with the Ai o I og i ca I Sci encos. 
j- As compared with 87 for UCB, and 76 for LCLA, as computed on the bes is of 
Restudy standerds elono in connection with the University's 1960-65 bui I ding 
program. The combined otf ect of ex c I ud i ng Agriculture, of edd i ng the further 
cl lowance5 to the Restudy standards, an<.l of equalizing the two sets of 
student-f\lculty ratios i!;, therefore, un incroilse in the compus-wide, 
wei ghtcd-\lverage, instruct i ono 1-dopilrtmant t loor area of approx i matcly 13,i 
at LCB end l~ at LCLA. (Another item of mere passing interest, so tor os 
tho purposes of this tilblc arc conccrnod!) 
To complete the det.::ii lod bilcl~qround of th e figures in this table, the fol lowin~J 
basic celcut.itions ore horc rec orded: 
UCB: Fnl I 1%8: 
25,000 FT: 
UCLA : Fa 11 1958: 
25,000 FT: 
Tofol FTE ~ 19,99<! (excl. PE&. Mi I Sci) 
-~ Aoric 
19,G:J>l tlon-Agric FTE (excl. PE&. Mil Sci) 
Total FT = 19,1911 (Frisen-kind of to·tal) 
25,000/19,198 = 1.302?. . 
1.3022 x 19,638 = c5,~7 :l FTE (excl. Ag, PE,&. Mi I Sci) 
Total FTE = 14,538 (excl . PE&. Mil Sci) 
-..--1£ Agri c 
14,49G Non-Agric FTE (excl. PE&. Mil Sci) 
Total FT = 15,673 (Frisen-kind at total) 
25,000/15,G73 1.5951 
1.5951 x 14,496 = 23,1?.3 FTE (oxcl. Ag, PE,&. Mil Sci) 
[end ndd i ng the umpteen ind iv i duo I I y 
roundod FTEs in th j s tab I c di dn 1 t 
quite make it--an "error" of 0.0]$~) 
DES-600:102 - p~g e c 
LEVEL c 
UGIJ 1w;1 1l flJUT IOI OF FT F. ~ 
ASI' 
FTE PER 
FTEg 
TOTAL 
A$ F 
ui: t.A ll l '.; THllll JTl otl 01' FT C<l 
·~~~~ ~ 
FTFg ASF 
AV El!AGEe 
TOTAL 
ASF 
TOTA L 
GSr 
ARTS ( Inc I ud i ng Arch i tec t urc, City •. rnd Hen i cinil I PI ilnn i n9, <:1nd Landscape Arcll it. ) h 
Lower 698 62 43,300 866 6c 53, 700 48,500 ao,noo 
Upper 802 100 80,200 1,102 100 110,200 95,200 1~8,"/00 
Grnd. ~ 214 ...iL.1.QQ ~ 214 ...LW!QQ ...a.JLOQ 96 300 
Tote/ 1,695 (97) 165,?.00 2,313 (10:! ) 237,700 201,500 335,800 
LANGUAGES AND L /TERATURE 
Lower 3,149 23 72,400 2,319 23 53,300 62,900 104' 800 
Upper 949 34 ~, :lOO l,ll.C. :l4 37 ,800 35,100 58, ~00 
Grnd. 546 77 ..E,__OQQ 
--21Q rt _.12.,§QQ 41 400 _E)..J,1QQ 
To"tol 4,644 ( 3;> ) 146,700 3 , % 1 (:JJ ) i. :n,!)()() 139,400 2 :12 , :00 
PROFESSI ONS (Except thos e inc I udc d 0. I 5 t~~:h cr o ) 11 i 
LowP-r <36 bO H> oo 174 60 10,400 ic, :lCXl r. O, '.i OO 
Upp er 1,306 Bl 10!.i,800 C. ,16G 01 17~,'100 140, 600 234,:-00 
Grnd. ~ 9B ru...m !!.J.'.JQ 98 214 600 221 uoo 369,}Q\! 
To"tal 3,878 (90) 340,900 4 J ~) : () ( ll.1 ) 400,400 374, 700 6<'4 ,500 
TOTAL (Excludes Agriculture, Phy!;icul EdUcotiorJ, and the Mi I itc:Jry Sciences) 
Lower 9,611 (42) 401,100 7,H4 ( 3'.J) 305, 300 353,300 588,900 
Upper 7 ,948 (93) 737 ,000 9,367 (U 3 ) 774,200 755,800 1,259,fiOO 
Gred. 8 014 (172) 1 377 700 5 979 (1!;1) ~ L.l.§2...QQQ 1 948 300 
Total 25,573 ( 98 )j 2. 515' 000 23, 120 (88)j2,039,500 2,278,100 3, 796,800 
a- Based on Fnl I 1950 bec<>use UCLA hns not yet oubmitted Fnl I 1958 dntn. 
b- As shown by OF.S-590014 . l in D. E. Smi t h's work i ng fi las of MAPS Cost Contnit-tcc . 
(BiJscd in il I I i nstanccs on nd1led a I lowiJnccs proposed by UCB in 1958 and eilr ly 
1959, except with~ where IK;fl h<id I i!:i1'cd zero [tor or<iilnizcd and othr?r extrn-
murul research in lilngu3gcs cJnd I i1'era1urc] . ) 
c - Level of in!:itrucl ion, no1 cJCademi c level of student. Oased on the distril.Jtrl i on 
of cacti ucadcmi c I ev e I of !:itudc nt ' :; to1"i1 I 11 FTE-ne!:i~" \lmong ·1 he three I eve Is of 
instruction at LK.:0 and l.ICl.1\ in Ftll I Fl50 (<J~ ~hown by OES-~90J27 in abovc-
mcntioned flAf>S workin~J ti I t ~ !> ), ·Ille uv~ru ~-JC~ in ci • lumn :> 1 and 8 reprcsen1 
ilppro~: i mi)°f0ly the fol lm·linri lJi sfritiu ·I iun of ?.!J,CX>O t61'\ll ful I-time students: 
7,"150 lowcr-divi!:ii< 1n, 10,o~;o uppcr-divi :; ion, ilnd 7,?.00 Qrilc1uute students . 
d- FTE numb~r5 in columns l and I) arc those of Fnl I l!JJA, rr.ultipl icd by the rutio 
of 25,000 to the tul 1-timc cnrol lmcnt in Fa! I 1958 (as counted by C~rl Frisco, 
State Department of Fini'lncc)--i . c ., J..:0(!~ tor lK.l1 and l.S951 for UCLA . 
(Note not only that the rcliltive di:.;·\ribo1 ilHlSof FTE-!:i1'udcnt instructional 
loads at UCB ilnd UCLA ore s i !JO if i cant ly di ttcrcnt, but n I so thilt the totil I 
FTE-studcnt instructionill load tor CJ given totol number of students is nearly 
lCI.' I ess at lX;LA then at UCO . ) 
e- Rounded arithmetic mean of columns 3 .:lnd 6 for ecch level, these individunl-
level figures then being oddcd to secure the totC"Jls. 
t- Column 7 divided by O.GO tor each level, these individual-level fi9ures then 
bo i ng added to secure 1 he tot a Is . ( Unrei'lsonub Io nurrt>cr of o I I egod I y s i :Jn it i C.:lnt 
digits retCJincd in both column!:i 7 and U, ilS wel I as colurr.n::; 3 and 6 1 to 
foci I itotc in·lcrnnl chockin~J of the .:lri ·:timctic in this tnblc.) 
(Footnote'.; cord i nued on next pago) 
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APPENDIX H 
Lake and Flood Control Report 
B~ 
ENGINEERING ARCHITECTS • ENGINEERS 
• 
SUITE 331. SPURGEON BUILDING • SANTA ANA. CALIFORNIA • KIMMRLY 7-4471 
Wllllam L. Pereira & Associates 
1231 West 5th Street 
Los Angeles 17, California 
Attentlam Mr. James Sink 
Gentlemen: 
May 6, 19(:() 
In accordance with your request, I wish to advise that 
this office has made a preliminary engineering study into the matter rela-
tive to the flood control/roblems that might be confronting the property 
proposed to be develope for the University of California, in the general 
vicinity of MacArthur Boulevard and San Joaquin Road. 
At the present time within the limits of the proposed 
area to be acquired for the University site, there exists an earthfill dam 
noted as San Joaquin Dam which lies approximately 2,000 feet south-
ea~terly of the Intersection ?f MacArthur Boulevard and San Joaquin Road. 
Said Dam has a crest elevation of 29 feet and the spillway elevation at 
the southeasterly end of said Dam is approximately 20 feet. Thi,> being 
the case, any flood conditions that occurred from the runoff from the 
drainage area upstream from soid Dom, comprising some 42,000 acres, 
would result In water being impounded behind the Dam. Under extreme 
conditions, should the waterbe Impounded to the crest elevation of the 
s~lllway, .the lower portions of the .area adjacent to the University site, 
with special reference to the townsite, would be subject to inundation. 
• In ~arch[ 1955, the Orange County Board of Super-
visors received an Engineers Report covering a master plan for improve-
ment~ for drainage facilities throughout the Orange County Flood Control 
District. Subsequent thereto a bond proposition was approved by the voters 
of the Flood Control District to construct the facilities proposed therein. 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SE~VICES 
William L. Pereira & Associates -2 May 6, 1960 
This "Report cal Is for a proposed channel noted as 
Channel F-5 which proposes the improvement of the existing channels 
within this area to carry the ultimate drainage derived therefrom. Said 
Report also provides for the existing dam to remain and the area lying 
northwesterly of the existing channel would be used as a retarding basin . 
Mr. George Osborn<1> Orange County Flood Control 
District Engineer, was contacted to determine the status of the improve-
ment plans for this particular channel. He advised that at the present 
time, there were no detailed plans under preparation by his office In 
connection with Channel F-5; however, he Indicated to me that with 
the proposed development of the University site and with the proximity 
of Newport Bay, it was his opinion that the San Joaquin Dom could be 
removed and the retarding basin eliminated by the construction of ade-
quate facilities westerly thereof to the terminus at Newport Bay. In 
addition, it was felt that re-alignment of the channel In the vicinity 
of the existing dam would provide a more satisfactory solution to the 
drainage problem than the alignment proposed in the Engineer's Report 
referred to above. He further stated that the present San Joaquin Dam 
wos not under his control and wos construi:ted by The Irvine Campany 
many years ago. 
Based upon this, the matter was discussed with repre-
sentatives of The lr.;ine Campany and it was their opinion that the Dam 
could be removed and they indicated their willingness to cooperate with 
the Orange County Flood Control District in the re-alignment of the 
Flood Control Channel in this portion of their property. They further 
Indicated that the Dam could be removed In sufficient time to coordinate 
with the construction program of the University. 
Therefore, it is herein recommended that the existing 
F-5 Channel be re-aligned from its terminus at the Upper Newport Bay 
through the area under study which would result In a modification of 
the Engineer's Report presently approved by the Board of Supervisors. 
Should this be accomplished, this would permit the immediate removal 
of San Joaquin Dam thus relieving the flood hazard to the low land and 
permit the construction of an adequate recreational lake In the vicinity 
U~l~~7t~n df°~frf~~7~~ary report relative to the site location for the 
EHF1jm 
3+ 
Very truly yours, 
BOYLE ENGINEERING 
M.-:~~ 
Edwin H. Finster 
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